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By Brian rank 
Staff Writer
 Finding a parking space can be 
troublesome in Ithaca as it is, but 
today’s National Conference on Un-
dergraduate Research and a routine 
street cleaning could make finding 
a spot on South Hill even more of a 
hassle for faculty and students.
NCUR will significantly reduce 
parking spaces available to Ithaca 
College students, faculty and staff 
and force some to find alternative 
parking and travel arrangements. 
When the college made its bid 
for the conference three years ago, 
Marian Brown, NCUR executive 
board member and special assis-
tant to the provost,  said it expected 
about 600 additional spaces from 
the not-yet-competed Athletics & 
Events Center. 
The college plans to restrict the 
largest campus parking lots to NCUR 
participants only. O-Lot and S-Lot 
behind the Roy H. Park School of 
Communications and U-Lot in front 
of Philips Hall are restricted today 
through 2 p.m. Saturday. G-Lot be-
hind the Whalen Center, C-Lot near 
the Garden Apartments and B-Lot by 
Lyon Hall will have limited access to 
non-participants. 
Brown said the college expects 
about 3,000 people to attend the 
conference but does not yet know 
how many people will bring vehicles. 
Kathy Lesiuk, parking services as-
sistant for parking and traffic services 
in the Office of Public Safety, said the 
office is unsure of the number of ve-
hicles coming, and there should be 
enough space for students to park on 
campus farther from academic build-
ings, such as in lots for the Terraces 
and Circle Apartments. 
Brown said the college is not ask-
ing much from students because 
they can easily find alternative trans-
portation or park in the outlying lots. 
“We’re not asking them to park 
around town and get here, we’re ask-
ing them to park 10 minutes away,” 
she said.
The campus community can take 
advantage of shuttles that will run 
between Z-Lot and Y-Lot to Textor 
Hall today and Friday.
The threat of fewer parking spac-
es has  caused some students to plan 
ahead to minimize disruptions to 
their week.
Sophomore Bobby Savino, who 
lives in the Garden Apartments, said 
he plans to leave his car in the R-lot 
surrounding Gardens for the dura-
tion of the conference to ensure he 





and elma Gonzalez 
Staff WriterS
Cornell University and Itha-
ca College have each taken dif-
ferent plans of 
action regard-
ing two recent 
student deaths.






Feb. 25, Cornell 
revoked one fra-
ternity’s recog-
nition. In the aftermath of Ithaca 
College freshman Victoria Cheng’s 
death, the college has decided to 
make no formal policy changes.
According to a Cornell Univer-
sity press release, alcohol played 
a role in Desdunes’ death. Jody 
Coombs, senior investigator at 
the Tompkins County Sheriff’s 
Department, has said he believed 
alcohol was also a contributing 
factor in Cheng’s death.
Coombs said the investigation 
into Cheng’s death is ongoing. 
Cheng was found dead on 
Feb. 26 outside 380 Pennsylvania 
Ave. Through interviews, Coombs 
said investigators have developed a 
time line of Cheng’s events leading 
up to when residents first spotted 
the freshman, but he declined to 
discuss any specific information 
related to the investigation. He said 
investigators are awaiting autopsy 
results but added that there’s no 
timetable for their release.
David Maley, associate direc-
tor of media relations, said the 
college does not plan on adopt-
ing any new regulations on stu-
dent alcohol use.
“We certainly don’t throw up 
our hands and say, ‘Students will 
be students,’” he said. “But we also 
recognize that [student alcohol 
use] is a difficult issue to deal with.”
Nancy Reynolds, program di-
rector for the Health Promotion 
Center at Ithaca College, said the 
center is working with Students for 
a Sensible Drug Policy and the Stu-
dent Government Association to 
raise awareness of current policies. 
Information regarding the col-
lege’s Medical Amnesty Policy, 
which was enacted in May 2010, 
was recently hung on residential 
hall bulletin boards. The policy 
dictates that students who seek 
assistance may be protected from 
judicial action. 
Reynolds said the Health Pro-
motion Center will also offer three 
sessions in April called “Don’t Just 
Stand There,” which will teach stu-
See aftermath, page 4
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By nicole oGrysko 
Staff Writer 
In an effort to promote a living wage for all 
Sodexo employees at Ithaca College, students and 
members of the Ithaca community are joining forc-
es for the Labor Initiative in Promoting Solidarity’s 
“Week of Action.” 
LIPS, a student organization that aims to raise 
awareness of labor issues confronting the college, 
has been focusing on a campaign to ensure all 
college employees receive a living wage. In part-
nership since last fall with the Tompkins County 
Workers’ Center, an organization that advocates 
and supports workers’ issues on a local and na-
tional level, LIPS has pushed for a response from 
the college regarding its contract with Sodexo and 
the company’s treatment of Sodexo employees.  
The college has made a clear distinction that its 
own employees are different from Sodexo workers. 
The college guarantees its employees $11.11 per 
hour, the living wage for Tompkins County, plus 
50 cents. Alfred King, director of public relations 
for Sodexo in Gaithersburg, Md., said the lowest 
starting wage for Sodexo employees at the college 
is $8.19. Brian McAree, vice president of student 
affairs and campus life, said 40 out of about 120 
Sodexo employees do not make a living wage. 
This week, members of LIPS defined a living 
wage during an information session Monday, where 
the club handed out brochures. On Tuesday, about 
20 members of the club wore blue and burgundy 
shirts and black pants to mimic a Sodexo employee’s 
uniform, put masking tape over their mouths and 
held a silent demonstration in IC Square in Campus 
Center for 45 minutes. 
Sophomore Anne Carlin, a member of LIPS, 
said the demonstration brought student and staff 
participants together to stand in protest of a Sodexo 
policy that stipulates company employees must 
speak as one voice. 
“There were people at the demonstration that I 
personally didn’t even know, yet I felt connected to 
them because we were all standing together to fight 
See action, page 4
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Sophomore anne carlin, a member of the labor Initiative in promoting Solidarity, protests against Sodexo’s policies tuesday in Ic Square.
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event at Ithaca College, 
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theithacan.org.
African leader calls for cease-fire
A representative for Ivory Coast’s leader 
clinging to power called for a cease-fire as rebel 
forces backing the internationally recognized 
winner of the disputed election advanced toward 
the capital from three directions yesterday.
If the fighters were to take the capital of 
Yamoussoukro, it would be a largely symbolic 
trophy as the real seat of power is in the big-
gest city, Abidjan. But if Yamoussoukro falls, 
it would open up a main highway to that com-
mercial capital, only 143 miles away.
Supporters of internationally recognized 
leader Alassane Ouattara hope that would 
prompt incumbent Laurent Gbagbo to finally 
accept an offer of exile four months after the dis-
puted presidential election unleashed political 
chaos in this West African nation. At least 462 
people have been killed and more than 1 million 
have fled their homes since the vote.
Traces of radiation show up in NY
New York officials say indications of radio-
active iodine, likely from the damaged nuclear 
power station in Japan, have been found at 
monitoring stations in the state.
The state health department describes the 
levels as minute and says they don’t pose a 
threat to the public’s safety.
The department says the traces found in air 
and rainwater are similar to findings elsewhere.
Federal officials say seven states previously 
recorded slightly elevated levels of radiation 
believed to be from the Fukushima Daiichi 
nuclear plant, which was damaged during the 
March 11 earthquake and tsunami. They are 
Alabama, Alaska, California, Hawaii, Idaho, 
Nevada and Washington. Small amounts also 
have been found in the Pacific islands of Guam, 
Saipan and the Northern Mariana Islands.
Uganda welcomes Libyan leader
Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi is welcome 
to live in the East African nation of Uganda, the 
president’s spokesman told The Associated 
Press yesterday, in what appears to be the first 
country to offer him refuge.
An intense diplomatic effort is under way 
to find a country where Gadhafi can go, as an 
international military effort against Gadhafi’s 
forces continues.
The spokesman for Uganda’s president, Ta-
male Mirundi, told the AP that Gadhafi would 
be welcome in Uganda. He said Uganda’s 
policy is to accept asylum-seekers, especially 
because so many Ugandans fled the country 
during the longtime rule of dictator Idi Amin.
Another possible reason Uganda might ac-
cept Gadhafi is that Ugandan President Yow-
eri Museveni is, like Gadhafi, among the old 
guard of African leaders. Museveni has been 
in power for 25 years, though he won reelec-
tion in February amid signs that many Ugan-
dans still genuinely support him.
Wisconsin reps face new hurdle
Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker and his fel-
low Republicans face a new obstacle in their 
campaign to curb public sector unions’ power.
So far Republicans have managed win 
after win — overcoming massive protests 
and outmaneuvering Democrats to push 
their plan through the Legislature, then 
finding a way to at least temporarily get 
around a court order that would have kept 
the explosive union bargaining law from 
taking effect.
Now they face another court order blocking 
the law, which would strip most public employ-
ees of nearly all their collective bargaining rights. 
And this time, the judge has said there will be 
consequences for violators.
The matter is still not close to being settled. 
Republicans haven’t said what their next move 
will be, but it’s likely the law’s legitimacy will 
be decided by the state Supreme Court.
US calls for better bus safety laws
The New York bus accident on March 12, 
which killed 15 passengers and critically injured 
several others, as well as recent bus accidents in 
New Hampshire and New Jersey have rekindled 
interest in bipartisan legislation that would re-
quire regulators to act on long-standing bus 
safety recommendations.
A Senate Commerce, Science and Trans-
portation subcommittee held a hearing on 
the bill yesterday. Senators were expected 
to press Transportation Department offi-
cials to explain their slow progress imple-
menting bus safety recommendations by 
the National Transportation Safety Board, 
some of which have lingered for more than 
a decade.
The recommendations, directed at large 
buses known as motorcoaches, include requir-
ing seatbelts for passengers and electric onboard 
recorders that keep track of how many hours a 
driver has been behind the wheel.
Syrian president addresses nation
Syrian President Bashar Assad blamed 
a wave of protests on “conspirators” who 
are trying to destroy the country, giving his 
first address to the nation yesterday since 
the demonstrations erupted nearly two 
weeks ago.
The speech is seen as a crucial test for 
his leadership and one that may determine 
Syria’s future.
Assad said security forces were given 
“clear instructions” not to harm citizens dur-
ing the protests.
Human rights groups say more than 60 
people have been killed since March 18 in a 
crackdown on the protests.
Thai police raid illegal ivory shops
Police in Thailand say they raided secret 
workshops where illegal ivory was being carved.
Missakawan Buara, Nature Crime Police 
commander, says Tuesday’s raid in central 
Nakhon Sawan province netted 6.6 pounds of 
hippopotamus teeth and walrus tusks. Police 
also found what are believed to be mammoth 
fossils from prehistoric times.
Freeland, a Bangkok-based organization 
that fights wildlife and human trafficking, said 
the haul included large African elephant tusks.
Freeland said an investigation found more 
than five tons of tusks were smuggled into 
Thailand from Africa in the past 15 months.
SOURCE: Associated Press
Nation&World
Mother of all matches
Indians celebrate yesterday in Mumbai, India, after their team won the ICC World Cup cricket 
semifinal match against Pakistan. India upstaged archrival Pakistan by 29 runs in the so-called 
“mother of all World Cup matches” to progress to the final match against Sri Lanka.
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Shabbat Service will begin at 
6 p.m. in Muller Chapel.
Shabbat Dinner will begin at 
7:15 p.m. at the Terrace  
Dining Hall.
A Labor Initiative in Promot-
ing Solidarity rally will begin 
at 3:30 p.m. on the Campus 
Center Quad.
The Farmer’s Market reopens 
and will be open from 9 a.m. 
to 3 p.m. at the Steamboat 
Landing downtown.
Benefit Concert will be held 
from 10 p.m. to 1 a.m. at The 
Nines. The concert is spon-
sored by IC STAND and the  
Anti-Genocide coalition. Admis-
sion is $5 at the door.
A film screening, sponsored by 
Habitat for Humanity about the 
international housing crisis, will 
go from 7 to 9 p.m. in Textor 
Hall 102.
Tony Kushner’s visit is resched-
uled to 7:30 p.m. in the Hoerner 
Theatre in Dillingham Center.
4 monday
Application due for degree for 
Summer 2011.
Internship Prep will go from 
noon to 1 p.m. in School of 
Business Room 114. 
tuesday5
Evensong, a Protestant 
Community worship service, 
will begin at 9:30 p.m. in 
Muller Chapel.
“Revolution in the Middle 
East!” Discussion Panel 
sponsored by IC International 




Drop events for “This 
Week” in the marked box in 
The Ithacan office, or email 
Assistant News Editor Kelsey 
O’Connor at koconno3@ithaca.
edu by 5 p.m. Monday.
Catholic Mass will be held at
1 and 9 p.m. in Muller Chapel.
Style Your Sole, sponsored by 
Food for Thought, will go from  
6 to 8 p.m. in Textor Hall 101.
3 sunday
march 31-april 6, 2011
Got a news tip?
Contact News Editor
Taylor Long at  
tlong2@ithaca.edu 
or 274-3207.
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by Gerald doherty 
staff writer 
The 2011 Relay For Life at Ithaca College 
drew more than 880 participants and raised 
$73,381 for the American Cancer Society on 
Saturday. The event, which was held in Ben 
Light Gymnasium, marked the first time Ithaca 
College hosted Relay for Life independent from 
Cornell University.
Relay for Life is an overnight walk and fund-
raiser to benefit the American Cancer Society. 
The college’s relay, one of many nationwide, lasted 
from 4 p.m. Saturday to 4 a.m. Sunday.
Last year the college hosted the event with Cor-
nell at Barton Hall, raising more than $150,000. 
Cornell will hold its relay April 30 and has raised 
more than $58,000 so far.  
Shari Kaplan, co-president of the college’s Col-
leges Against Cancer chapter, said the college split 
from Cornell University this year because Barton 
Hall was not available that day. Though there were 
fewer total participants this year Kaplan said the 
split didn’t cause any other problems. 
“Our numbers are less because we’re not two 
campuses coming together, but other than that the 
event really has stayed the same,” she said.
Sophomore Cristin Carlin, who worked with 
stage management for CAC, said since the college 
hosted the relay independently, it was able to market 
more effectively. Carlin said having the relay at the 
Hill Center also made it more accessible to students 
at the college. 
“We get a lot more of our own students because 
getting to Cornell is a hassle,” Carlin said. “Now it’s 
here, so they have no excuse not to come.”
CAC opened the rally with a video showcasing 
students and faculty who have survived cancer. Fol-
lowing the video, cancer survivors were asked to 
take a lap around the track in honor of their struggle 
with the disease. 
To keep participants energized, CAC planned 
several contests and activities, including toilet paper 
mummification, a pie-eating contest and tie-dyeing. 
The centerpiece of the event was the Luminaria 
ceremony, during which white paper bags that were 
decorated by students were lit with glow sticks to 
commemorate cancer patients and those who died 
from cancer. Students were asked to stand and 
walk if they knew anyone who had cancer. Of the 
hundreds who attended, there were only six who 
remained sitting.
During the Luminaria ceremony, many 
students held hands, some of them crying, as 
Ithacappella performed Simon and Garfunkel’s 
“Sound of Silence.”
Senior Meghan Swope, co-chair of team re-
cruitment for CAC, said the ceremony promotes 
solidarity among relay participants. 
“It helps people understand they’re not the only 
people going through what they’re going through,” 
she said.
This year’s relay was particularly important to 
seniors Jared Vinci and Michael FitzPatrick, who 
jogged around the track while many others walked. 
“I ran just spur of the moment last year,” Vinci 
said. “This year, I started raising money. My best 
friend from back home told me that he just got diag-
nosed with skin cancer. He’s only 22 years old, and it 
got caught late.”
FitzPatrick said he was in a similar situation, and 
trained with Vinci to prepare for the relay.
“My grandfather just passed away last year,” he 
said. “Last year I watched Jared run 20 miles, so 
we decided we were going to train for this and run 
20 miles.”
Though he only had a short time before the 
event, Vinci managed to raise $1,205 for the relay.
Sophomore Kapiolani Kassal, who was diag-
nosed with cancer when she was 8, said her ex-
perience dealing with cancer at such a young age 
prompted her to attend the relay.
“I had lots of chemo and radiation,” Kassal said. 
“I started when I was 8 and was considered to be in 
remission when I was 10 and a half, so almost 19 
months of chemo.”
Kassal said she would tell anyone with cancer not 
to take anything for granted.
“Cherish the days you have left, because you 
never know when it could be over,” Kassal said. 
“Something you could think is trivial that you 
take for granted could be monumental when you 
have cancer.”
Anne Woodard, bursar and associate director of 
operations for student financial services, was diag-
nosed with cancer after finding what she describes 
as a “pebbly feeling” above her left breast. 
“Those are the words nobody wants to hear,” 
Woodard said. “When I first heard that news, I had 
to face my own mortality. I never thought I could do 
that, but I did.”
Woodard said the college was incredibly sup-
portive during treatment, and she has attended the 
college’s relay for 10 years now to show her gratitude.
“As a survivor, I’m in awe of the fact the students 
are doing this,” Woodard said. “It’s very important 
for me to be here to show my gratitude for what 
they’ve done.” 
by amanda Fox 
senior writer
Gambling, music and food are 
just a few of the draws of the Stu-
dent Government Association’s 
upcoming event, “Black Jack, Black 








as well as mu-
sic and a dance 
floor. The event 
is free, but dona-
tions are encour-
aged. Attendees 
will receive fake money at the door 
that they can use throughout the 
night for blackjack, roulette and 
other casino games. 
All proceeds from the event 
will go toward four student orga-
nizations’ national chapters: The 
American Cancer Society, Big 
Brothers Big Sisters, Habitat for 
Humanity and the Trevor Project.
Members of these organiza-
tions will be hosting tables. Junior 
Meaghan Brophy, Colleges Against 
Cancer co-president, said she is ex-
cited her group will be included.
“It is always very powerful when 
the humanitarian organizations on 
campus work together,” she said. 
“This event is a way to bring togeth-
er the whole college community to 
support many excellent causes.”
Senior Susannah Faulkner, SGA 
vice president of campus affairs, 
oversaw the planning of the event. 
She said she is hopeful “Black Jack” 
will encourage more service events 
to benefit other organizations.
“We do try to do things for the 
community in our events, but in 
the past few years that hasn’t been 
a priority,” Faulkner said. “So we de-
cided we want to change that.”
Senior Kevin Fish, SGA presi-
dent, said the executive board 
members planned the event to ful-
fill their campaign platform to give 
back to student humanitarian orga-
nizations and the community. 
“The current executive board 
for SGA ran under the platform 
name of ‘Team gIve baCk,’” he said. 
“We wanted to give an opportunity 
to student organizations who had 
humanitarian backgrounds, so we 
thought this would be a good way 
to highlight those organizations.” 
Faulkner said the event is also 
a good opportunity for people to 
meet the current executives and 
candidates for the upcoming SGA 
online elections April 15 and 16. 
Faulkner said the night will give 
candidates a chance to socialize and 
state their platforms.
Senior Emily George said she is 
going to the event because the pro-
ceeds will contribute to charity.
“It’s great to give back to these 
organizations,” she said. “I’m happy 
that SGA is part of this. It sounds 
like it will be fun and support many 
good causes at the same time.”
Faulkner said she is proud to be 
part of the planning for the night, 
and this is the first major event 
SGA has done in recent years.
‘‘We hope to really set a tra-
dition out of it,” she said. “We’re 
trying to do it for students too, so 
they can get out and have some-
thing exciting that gives back.”
Relay for Life raises more than $73,000 SGA to hold
casino night
fundraiser
by Sara Friedman 
staff writer
 Students living in the Terrace resi-
dence halls have recently complained 
about mice in their rooms.
There have been four instances 
of mice this semester in the Terraces 
in which the Office of Public Safety 
has been called or a maintenance 
request has been submitted to deal 
with the rodents, Ernie McClatchie, 
director of facilities, grounds and 
transportation, said.
Sophomore Nikita Slaughter, a 
Terrace 10 resident, said she found 
mice in her room after winter break. 
She called Public Safety, and two kinds 
of traps were set for the mice.
“They ended up catching five of 
them and they just kept multiplying,” 
she said. “Public Safety would come 
and pick them up, but it would take 
them a while to get the mice out of 
the room, so usually I had to discard 
them myself.”
McClatchie said Ithaca College has 
a contract with ACME Pest Control to 
get rid of the mice. Two kinds of traps 
are used — a sticky strip with an odor 
that attracts mice and a Victor Snap 
Trap that kills the mice on impact.
McClatchie said the four work or-
ders for mice are nothing out of the 
ordinary at the college.
“It comes with the territory 
sometimes,” he said. “If it happens, 
we have our pest services put up 
traps and see if there are any holes 
to see if there is anything we can fix 
from a maintenance viewpoint. We 
stress that it’s important to leave ar-
eas tidy and clean and not to leave 
garbage lying around.”
McClatchie said the mice come 
to the Terrace resident halls because 
they are closer to the woods.
“Mice often come out of the 
woods area and when they look for a 
place to live and get in to stay warm, 
they look for the closest building,” he 
said. “Since Terrace 10 is closer to the 
woods, they are probably closer to 
where the mice may be living.”
Sophomore Hayley Nickerson, 
a Terrace 10 suite resident, said she 
found a mouse in her bedroom last 
night. Public Safety set up sticky 
strips in her suite, and this morning 
three more mice were found in her 
common room.
“It’s a little unsettling, but Pub-
lic Safety did come right away,” 
she said. “They were really nice 
and really calm.”
McClatchie said mice flocking to 
warm areas and students’ cleaning 
habits around breaks both make the 
fall season a typical time to see mice 
in the dorms.
“Sometimes when students leave 
campus for breaks, they leave a lot of 
trash around and don’t clean it up so 
it seems to draw the mice.”
Sophomore Mallory Brewer, a 
Terrace 11 resident, said she discov-
ered mice in her room after finding 
hole in a bag of sugar and in a suit-
case. She thinks the mice first came 
into her room through a hole in the 
heater. She said having mice in her 
room bothered her.
“It’s dirty,” she said. “I’m not 
afraid of them personally, but they 
are just disturbing. I feel dirty with 
them running around my room. 
They should stay outside.”
Terrace residents face
sticky mouse situation
From left, freshmen Samantha Mason, Gabriella Sophir and Sarah Parker color to stay awake Sunday 
morning in Ben Light Gymnasium. This was the first Relay for Life hosted by Ithaca College.
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FaUlKner said 
she hopes sGa 
will hold more 
charity events. 
Three mice were found in a trap yesterday in sophomore hayley nickerson’s 
Terrace 10 common room. other residents in Terraces have found mice.
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this issue,” she said. “That’s really what activism and 
social justice is all about — working together to fight 
for positive change.” 
Sophomore Pedro Maldonado, a student dining 
hall worker in the Terrace dining hall, stumbled on 
the protest during lunch and said the act of standing 
in silence at Tuesday’s demonstration spoke louder 
than a vocal protest.
“They were causing kind of an obstruction and 
were in everyone’s way so you have to look at them,” 
he said. “You have to see what they’re doing in order 
to get around them. That was a really good idea. It 
definitely made a statement.”
Yesterday, LIPS engaged a former Sodexo work-
er in a discussion about her past experiences. 
Carlin said the reaction to the week has been 
positive so far, and more students attended the 
group’s weekly club meeting Tuesday. 
The club will hold a rally on the Academic 
Quad at 3:30 p.m. tomorrow before marching to 
The Commons at 4:00 p.m. for a rally sponsored 
by the Tompkins County Workers’ Center called, 
“Something We Can Win: Economic Justice and 
Sustainability.” The rally will feature several speak-
ers from the Center, college faculty and local 
government officials. 
Senior Kiera Lewis, organizing coordinator 
for LIPS, said support from the community has 
been instrumental in gaining new ground with 
the group’s campaign. 
Peter Meyers, coordinator at the Tompkins 
County Workers’ Center, said the center organized 
a meeting with President Tom Rochon last Friday, 
where community members and local government 
officials voiced their concerns. 
Meyers said sustainability is a key component 
of the initiative, especially because the college 
promotes itself as a sustainable institution. He 
said the issue affects everyone in the community 
because they pay taxes, which go toward welfare 
and other state-funded programs Sodexo workers 
may use. 
“In a society like ours, there shouldn’t be people 
who are working and also poor,” Meyers said. “It 
costs the taxpayers. If someone is making $8.19 
an hour, they’re going to be able to collect social 
service benefits or welfare. So the taxpayers are 
helping to subsidize these large corporations.” 
Martha Robertson, chair of the Tompkins 
County Legislature and 13th district legislator, said 
she signed a letter drafted by Meyers and the Work-
ers’ Center, which was delivered to Rochon, stating 
that she supports a living wage for all Sodexo em-
ployees at the college. Robertson said Sodexo relies 
on taxpayers to provide sufficient health care and 
income because its own wages are low. 
 “Taxpayers are paying for that because Sodexo 
doesn’t pay enough for a person to support them-
selves and a family,” Robertson said.
McAree said the college signed a contract 
with Sodexo for the first time in 2000. The con-
tractor operates the college’s three dining halls, 
the food court, coffee carts and all catering 
operations. In 2007, the company renewed its 
contract with the college, which is set to expire 
in 2017. McAree said the college has contracted 
dining services to an outside company for about 
40 years. 
“We have made a decision as an institution for 
a very long time that an outside contractor has the 
expertise that Ithaca College doesn’t have,” he said. 
McAree said Sodexo employees, who receive 
their paychecks from the company and not the col-
lege, would change employers if the college were to 
adopt a different food contractor, which could im-
pact the annual budget. 
Though Robertson commends the college for 
maintaining a commitment to sustainability and 
providing a living wage for its own workers, she 
said the college should focus on the “triple bottom 
line,” a combination of environmental, fiscal and 
social responsibility. 
“It’s great that Ithaca College has decided to sup-
port a living wage for all its employees,” she said. 
“That’s an important step, and I applaud that. It’s too 
bad they didn’t also look at their own contract.”
Carlin said all students should feel connected to 
the living wage campaign because it has the poten-
tial to affect anyone in the future. 
“It’s important to fight for workers’ rights while 
we’re in college and have this voice so that when 
we go out in the workforce, we continue to fight 
for those rights,” she said. 
Robertson said she encourages students and 
members of the Ithaca community to become more 
aware of this issue and voice their concerns with the 
college’s current policy. 
“It’s great that the college has educated students 
with a social conscience,” she said. “They should re-
ward that activity.”
Lewis said it was powerful to stand in silence 
with students and strangers who joined the 
demonstration Tuesday. 
“Having us stand there together in recogni-
tion of the silence that’s been happening with 
this company in our dining halls speaks to the 
inability of people that we interact with every 
day to really express the underlying issues that 
we ignore,” she said. 
dents CPR as well as other first aid skills.  
“We have really important strategies in place, 
but maybe students are still not aware of them,” 
Reynolds said. 
Senior Kevin Fish, SGA president, said in 
addition to working with Reynolds, SGA is also 
considering offering weekend transportation.
“We are continuing to look into the possibil-
ity of a shuttle that could possibly service South 
Hill, which is the [area] a lot of students are walk-
ing up and down,” he said. 
After pending investigations of Desdunes’ 
death, Cornell withdrew the recognition of 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, the fraternity where 
Desdunes was found unresponsive Feb. 25.  
Claudia Wheatley, communication manager 
in the Office of Press Relations at Cornell, said 
the decision to rescind recognition of the frater-
nity came from a university investigations.
 “The revocation is no less than five years and 
the house needs to be vacated by today,” she said.
Following the university’s response, SAE 
national headquarters, which has 241 chapters 
across the country, also suspended the Cornell 
chapter of the fraternity for five years. 
The Interfraternity Council at Cornell placed 
a moratorium on social events and passed a new 
“medical amnesty” protocol. Though a similar 
policy already existed at Cornell, it did not give 
students enough incentive to call, IFC president 
Daniel Freshman said. The new protocol grants 
chapters three opportunities to call for medical 
assistance with absolute amnesty. 
Kent Hubbel, dean of students and member 
of the Review Board at Cornell, said the uni-
versity implemented policies to tackle the use 
of alcohol in the Greek system earlier this year. 
The policies, which call for Greek organizations 
to ban freshmen from all alcoholic social events 
over the course of three years, will be imple-
mented more quickly this coming fall. 
Freshman said the new protocol and the 
guidelines imposed this semester at Cornell will 
help Greek organizations conduct safer events. 
“We are always looking for ways to give 
chapters avenues and running safe events and 
essentially doing the right thing,” he said. 
Maley said the Campus-Community 
Coalition, a partnership of Ithaca College, 
Cornell University and Tompkins Cortland 
Community College, will host an annual 
public forum at 7 p.m. April 28 at Ithaca High 
School to increase awareness about alcohol’s 
effects, consider possible responses or solu-
tions to monitor its usage.
Anthony Hopson, assistant vice presi-
dent, said the college believes the coalition is 
a way to commemorate Cheng and assist the 
community in recovering from her death.
“It’s not necessarily a response to the trag-
edy,” he said. “But it is an opportunity for each 
of us to help this community heal and move 
forward in ways that are healthy and in ways 
that try to educate the community to take care 
of one another.”
Senior Josh Canu said he lives 
off-campus but has to be at the col-
lege for class and 
work during the 
conference.
“My plan is 
on Wednesday 
evening to park 
my car at Gar-
dens, get a ride 
home from my 
friend so that 
on Wednesday 
— when I leave 
campus and 
have to rush from work to class 
and have to change and shower — I 
won’t have to walk,” he said. 
Rebecca Lesses, associate pro-
fessor of Jewish studies, said she 
will leave her car at home and take 
the bus if she decides to come to 
campus during NCUR.
“I live right in downtown so it’s 
not a big hassle for me,” she said. 
Adding to the NCUR restric-
tions, the City of Ithaca will be 
cleaning certain roads on South 
Hill, which will require some resi-
dents to find alternative parking for 
24-hour periods until April 19.
Ray Benjamin, assistant super-
visor of streets and facilities for the 
City of Ithaca, said those who must 
move their car for the street clean-
ing should look into purchasing an 
extended parking garage permit. 
Benjamin said cleaning takes 
place each spring to remove debris 
left from the winter months. He 
said he was never told of the con-
ference, and the cleaning would 
occur as scheduled.
“We try to work around these 
things and we understand them,” he 
said. “There’s not a lot we can do to 
change the whole process without 
rearranging the whole schedule.”
Brown said no one knows ex-
actly what NCUR will bring, but 
the college community should look 
at alternative methods of getting to 
campus in the following days. 
“I guess we’ll know [today] 











From left, freshman Tim Bidon and senior Samantha Wolfe finalize plans for demonstrations as part 








Nancy Reynolds, program director for the Health Promotion Center, posts reminders about the 
medical amnesty policy Wednesday in the Center for Counseling and Psychological Services. 
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By elizaBeth sile 
editor in chief 
Senior Caitlyn Reinecker nearly 
canceled the call that landed her a 
job with Frito-Lay after graduation.
After a day interning with Hass 
Group International during winter 
break, she went to get dinner. She was 
scheduled to talk with an employee at 
Frito-Lay that evening, and as she was 
driving around lost in West Chester, 
Penn., snow started coming down. 
“So I parked my car in this park-
ing lot and talked to her,” she said. 
“I thought it was just a friendly con-
versation, and it turned out to be an 
interview. I sat in my cold car for an 
hour and a half. I got out of the car 
and had to shovel it out to leave.”
That call led to another with hu-
man resources and a trip to California 
for an interview in February.
In July, Reinecker, a business ad-
ministration major with concentra-
tions in marketing and management, 
will begin her new career in a sales 
training program in Murrieta, Calif. 
Over the course of a year, she’ll drive 
a Frito-Lay truck and stock shelves. 
From there, she’ll help manage seven 
sales drivers until she’s given a per-
manent location to manage her own. 
Reinecker’s new job is the culmi-
nation of four years of involvement 
with the business school beginning 
her senior year of high school.
Reinecker just about decided to go 
to school at home in Rochester before 
she spent a night at Ithaca College. She 
credits the Dean’s Hosts in the busi-
ness school for changing her mind.
“I wanted to be like them,” she 
said. “I was really impressed by their 
professionalism, their knowledge.”
Kate Roberts ’08, a former Dean’s 
Host who Reinecker connected with 
at the event, said Reinecker stood out 
from the other incoming students.
“She’s one of the tiniest people 
on campus, but her enthusiasm, her 
attitude and her personality go way 
beyond her tiny build,” Roberts said. 
“As a freshman you can be really tim-
id on campus, but she just had her 
mind set on the opposite direction.”
As a freshman, Reinecker signed 
up for nearly every business school 
club. She became most actively in-
volved in the Dean’s Host program, 
becoming co-chair her junior year, 
and Peer Advisors, a program for new 
students. She was also asked to help 
start Business Link, an initiative to 
connect alumni and students.
Randy Williams, principal at WMS 
Consulting LLC, where Reinecker in-
terned, and one of Business Link’s 
founders, said she has been a driving 
force in getting it off the ground.
“She’s been a big supporter of get-
ting these regions going and empower-
ing local students and local alumni to 
step up and make it happen,” he said.
Reinecker also joined a student 
initiative to encourage the business 
school to hire a full-time alumni and 
corporate relations coordinator. In 
Spring 2010, the school did so, and 
Reinecker began working for the coor-
dinator. But she didn’t need an official 
job — she’d been doing this all along. 
Her phone often buzzes with text 
messages and calls from unrecogniz-
able numbers asking about everything 
from internships to classes. In just a 
45-minute-long interview, more than 
five students approached her for ad-
vice, and she even had a lead on an 
internship for one. 
“I love telling people to actually get 
involved and actually try to make a dif-
ference with other students,” she said.
Mark Cordano, associate profes-
sor of management, said he teases her 
about a personality test she took dur-
ing a leadership retreat in the fall.
“She was listed as a warrior, and 
that’s quite accurate,” he said. “She 
has an opinion about what will work 
out well, and she fights for it.”
Reinecker said personal goals push 
her. In her three summers as “lemon-
ade girl” at a stadium in high school, 
she always made top commission.
“Once I achieve something, I just 
set the bar higher,” she said. “I don’t 
need a monetary reward. I don’t 
need a plaque or anything.”
Williams said Reinecker will 
stand out after graduation.
“Caitlyn is going to be the new 
breed of alumni for Ithaca College — 
an alum that as she leaves the school, 
she’s going to stay connected to the 
school,” he said. 
As she prepares to move across 
the country, Reinecker said she’s ex-
cited for the next chapter of her life.
“I want to start a new thing again,” 
she said. “It forces me to go out of my 
way and meet people — not like I have 
a problem doing that.”
Senior’s involvement 
motivates community
Senior Caitlyn Reinecker sets up a bulletin board in the business school. She has been part of the Dean’s Host 
program and Peer Advisors and was asked to help start Business Link. After graduation she will work for Frito-Lay.
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Facebook may boost self-esteem
Spittin’ some truth
Senior David Cruz, president of Spit That!, performs last Thursday at the club’s Slam Poetry Night 
at the Handwerker Gallery. The goal for the club is to spread awareness of sociopolitical and 
cultural issues among students at Ithaca College by reading and performing poetry. 
ClauDIa PIeTrzak/THe ITHaCaN
BY Nicole ogrYsko 
Staff Writer
Though media often portrays social net-
working sites as having a negative influence 
on college students, a recent study from 
Cornell University found using Facebook 
could boost self-esteem. 
Jeffrey Hancock, associate professor of 
communications at Cornell, 
and Cornell alumna Amy 
Gonzales ’10 co-authored 
the study titled, “Mirror, 
Mirror on my Facebook 
Wall: Effects of Exposure to 
Facebook on Self-Esteem.” 
It was published in Cy-
berpsychology, Behavior 
and Social Networking, a 
journal that explores the 
impacts of the Internet on 
human behavior. 
Gonzales said Facebook was an interest-
ing case study because its users are made 
aware of their actions and behavior through 
information on their pages. However, they 
also create their own presentations online.
“You don’t see the same downgrade in 
self-esteem as you do in other contexts where 
you’re made aware of yourself,” she said.
Of the 63 Cornell students who par-
ticipated in the study, some were randomly 
assigned to look into a mirror, and others 
were asked to visit their Facebook profile for 
three minutes before filling out a question-
naire designed to measure their self-esteem. 
Hancock said students who viewed their 
Facebook profiles had higher self-esteem 
than those who looked in the mirror. 
He said he didn’t limit students to look-
ing at their own profiles but found students 
who visited other people’s profiles had low-
er self-esteem. He also found students who 
changed or altered their profile pictures re-
ported having higher self-esteem than those 
who didn’t make a change.
“It’s not that social media boosts self-
esteem, it’s that it can, but it depends on 
if it’s focusing on your own positive self-
presentation,” he said.
Sophomore Allison Hodson said she un-
derstands how visiting Facebook could boost 
self-esteem more than looking in the mirror. 
She said receiving notifications and com-
ments on your profile has a positive impact 
on your self-image. 
“If you’re on Facebook you can see all of 
your friends and what they comment on your 
page even if they’re not your ‘real friends,’” 
Hodson said. “If you’re just staring at a mirror 
you can still have negative self-talk.”
Gonzales said learning two contrasting 
theories peaked her interest in the subject 
and led her to pursue the study — a psycho-
logical theory of objective self-awareness, 
which states humans have a downgrade in 
self-esteem when made aware of themselves, 
and a theory in communications, which 
states that people will go out of their way to 
present themselves positively online.
After looking at these two theories, 
Hancock said he wanted to figure out 
whether Facebook acted as a traditional 
mirror or a positive one.
Unlike common perceptions that the 
Internet has negative effects on users, 
Gonzales said the Facebook study is one of 
the first to show a positive outcome.
“It’s important to understand the nuances 
of the effects of media use, because it’s such a 
common part of our daily life,” she said. 
Freshman Ben Ratner said he didn’t see 
how Facebook could boost self-esteem.
“The correlation between the stud-
ies can’t really exist,” he said. “Looking at 
Facebook and looking in the mirror are 
just two completely different things.”
Gonzales said Facebook acts as a mirror 
that shows an ideal version of its users. 
“Looking at Facebook is kind of like look-
ing at yourself in a mirror after you’ve gotten 
dressed up to go out for the night,” Gonzales 
said. “It’s the enhanced you.”
HANcock said 
the study showed 
facebook is great 
for self-esteem.
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College & City
Guatemalan to lecture 
about LGBT movement
Sandra Moran, a human rights 
activist, will give a lecture titled 
“ G u a t e m a l a n 
Women and the 
LGBTQ Move-
ment” from 7 to 
9 p.m. April 7 in 
Textor Hall 101.
Moran will 
also give a class-
room presenta-
tion titled “Gen-
der Violence and Impunity in 
Guatemala” from 2:35 to 3:50 p.m. 
April 7 in Smiddy Hall 325. The 
event is open to the public.
Moran has worked with the 
Guatemalan women’s and femi-
nist movements for the past 20 
years. She  is also a founder of the 
Women’s Sector, an alliance of 33 
women’s organizations, and the 
founder of the first Guatemalan 
lesbian collective.
The event is co-sponsored by  the 
Diversity Awareness Committee, the 
Center for LGBT Education, Out-
reach and Services, the departments 
of politics and anthropology and the 
Latin American studies minor.
Asian Alliance to screen 
film about LGBT culture
The Ithaca College Asian 
American Alliance is beginning 
Focus Asia Month 2011 with the 
screening of an LGBT film, “Com-
ing Out, Coming Home: Asian and 
Pacific Islander Family Stories.” 
The screening will start at 7 p.m. 
Sunday in Williams Hall 225. It will 
also include a discussion.
The documentary focuses on 
Filipino and Chinese American fami-
lies who discuss issues surrounding 
straight parents and gay children in 
Asian cultures. 
The event is free and open to 
the public.
Professor named blogger 
for media arts alliance
Patricia Zimmermann, co-
director of the Finger Lakes 
Env ironmenta l 
Film Festival and 
professor of cine-
ma, photography 
and media arts, 
has been named 
a featured colum-
nist and blogger 
for the National 
Alliance for Me-
dia Arts and Culture.
It is one of the largest and most 
prominent organizations for festivals, 
museums, media arts and founda-
tions in the country.
Zimmermann will write monthly 
columns about debates, dialogues 
and developments in international 
public media across its analog, digi-
tal and emerging forms.
Tompkins County to host 
safe medication disposal
The Coalition for Safe 
Medication Disposal is holding its 
third Safe Medication Disposal Day 
on April 9. The coalition’s previous 
two collection events last year gath-
ered more than a ton of unwanted 
household pharmaceuticals.
The medication collection will 
take place at three locations — the 
TCAT garage off Route 13 on Wil-
low Avenue in Ithaca from 9 a.m. to 3 
p.m., Juniper Manor 1 on Elm Street 
in Trumansburg from 9 to 10:30 a.m. 
and Newfield Garden Apartments 
from 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
The medication disposals are held 
to reduce the chance of accidental 
overdoses, keep controlled substanc-
es from being illegally diverted and 
keep medications from becoming 
environmental pollutants.
For more information, visit 
w w w.tompkins-co.org/detai l .
aspx?ContentID=1639.
Peace leader to lecture 
on Colombian community
Community Leader Jesús Emilio 
Tuberquia will speak about the Nobel 
Peace Prize-nominated Peace Com-
munity of San 
José de Apartadó 
in Colombia from 
2:35 to 3:50 p.m. 
April 12 in the 
Ta u g h a n n o c k 
Falls Room.
A civil war in-
volving innocent 
citizens has been 
ongoing in Colombia for the past 
five decades. In 1997, 800 farmers 
claimed their land as a neutral civilian 
community and refused to cooper-
ate with armed groups of any form, 
establishing the Peace Community of 
San José de Apartadó.
Tuberquia is one of the commu-
nity’s founding members as well as 
its current legal representative.
Healthy meal alternatives 
available in Towers dining
The Towers Dining Hall recently 
added a Fresh Food Market which 
offers the community a healthy food 
alternative through The Balanced 
Way program.
The Balanced Way offers daily 
featured meals that meet the current 
nutritional science recommenda-
tions for a well-balanced diet.
All meals are less than or equal 
to 600 calories with less than 30 
percent coming from fat and sup-
plying at least 3 grams of fiber.
In addition to the Balanced 
Way program, the Towers Din-
ing Hall has also just opened a 
gluten-free pantry. The pantry 
provides suitable food items to 
individuals with celiac disease 
and gluten intolerance.
In addition to providing food 
items such as pasta, bread and waf-
fles, the gluten free pantry provides 
a separate microwave and toaster 
oven in order to help control cross-
contamination. The gluten-free 
pantry is located on the east side of 
the Towers Dining Hall.
Professor to give lecture  
on historic drug culture
Elaine Carey, associate professor 
of history at St. John’s University, will 
present a lecture titled “The Women 
that Made it Snow: Drug Trafficking 
1900 to 1970” at 12:05 p.m. tomorrow 
in the School of Business room 104.
Carey’s research and teaching 
includes Latin American social 
movements, international human 
rights, globalization, the history of 
narcotics and gender studies.
She is also the author of “Plaza 
of Sacrifices: Gender, Power, and 
Terror in 1968 Mexico” and is 
completing a new study on the his-
tory of women in the drug trade in 
North America.
Conference to highlight 
New York job diversity
Registration is now open for a 
multi-county Diversity Roundtable 
Conference and Exposition, which 
will be held from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
June 9 in Emerson Suites.
The conference will address di-
versity issues facing the workforce in 
the coming decade, such as gender 
transitions and religious diversity.
Attendance is limited and reg-
istration, which includes lunch, 
will be $40 before April 28. After 
April 28, registration will be $55.
For more information, visit 
www.diversityconsortium.org.
Local group to shave hair 
for cancer awareness
Mira’s Movement, a local 
pediatric cancer awareness or-
ganization, is holding a St. Bal-
drick’s Foundation head-shaving 
fundraiser from noon to 6 p.m. 
Sunday at the LakeWatch Inn in 
Ithaca. There will be live music, 
food and drinks.
Mira’s Movement will donate 
100 percent of the profits to St. 
Baldrick’s Foundation.
Last year, Mira’s Movement 
raised $35,000, and its goal this 
year is to raise $75,000.
Professional barbers will be at 
the event to fully shave, not buzz 
heads for people who are interest-
ed in raising support for children 
battling cancer.
All members of the public are 
welcome, even if they are not get-
ting their heads shaved.
For more information about 
Mira’s Movement, visit www.
mirasmovement.org.
Key
cmc – cayuga medical center
ccV – college code Violation
DWI – Driving while intoxicated
IFD – Ithaca Fire Department
IPD – Ithaca Police Department
mVA – motor vehicle accident
RA – Resident assistant
SASP – Student Auxiliary Safety Patrol




SUmmARY: complainant reported an 
unknown person stole an iPod and papers 
from a vehicle. Investigation pending. 
master Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock.
february 18
LARCENY MORE THAN $200
LOcATION: Alumni Hall
SUmmARY: caller reported an unknown 
person stole a chair. Investigation 
pending. master Patrol Officer Erik merlin.
MEDICAL ASSIST/PSYCHOLOGICAL 
LOcATION: Towers concourse
SUmmARY: caller reported a person 
made threats to harm themselves. One 
person was transported to the counseling 
center. master Patrol Officer Erik merlin.
february 19
DISORDERLY CONDUCT
LOcATION: college circle Roadway
SUmmARY: Officer reported a person 
yelling profanities. One person judicially 
referred for disorderly conduct, failure 





SUmmARY: caller reported an unknown 
person stole a construction vehicle. 
Vehicle was recovered at another 
location. Investigation pending. master 
Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock.
MVA/PROPERTY DAMAGE
LOcATION: Grant Egbert Boulevard
SUmmARY: caller reported a one-car 
mVA when a bus backed into a light 





SUmmARY: Officer reported on Feb. 12 a 
male subject had sexual contact with a 
female without her consent. Investigation 




SUmmARY: Officer reported people 
urinating in public. One fled from the 
area, and one person was judicially 
referred for indecent conduct. master 
Patrol Officer Donald Lyke.
DISORDERLY CONDUCT
LOcATION: c-Lot
SUmmARY: Officer reported a person 
yelling and running through the parking 
lot. Person identified as the one who 
just fled from Z-Lot. One person judically 
referred for disorderly conduct and failure 




SUmmARY:  Officer reported an unknown 
person maliciously discharged a fire ex-




LOcATION: Park School of communications
SUmmARY: A caller reported receiving 
harassing messages from a known per-





SUmmARY: A caller reported an un-
known person or persons entered a 
room and stole a laptop between march 
12 and march 20. Investigation pending. 




SUmmARY: A caller reported that an 
unknown vehicle damaged a parked 
vehicle and then left the scene. 
Investigation pending.
For THe ComPLeTe sAFeTY LoG, 
go to www.theithacan.org/news. 
morAN
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a deficit
of interest 
The lack of enrollment in the D.C.  
program means the college either needs 
to invest more or cut the program
Washington, D.C., may be bustling with the latest news and politics, but not with Ithaca College students. 
Of the college’s three satellite campuses — Los 
Angeles, London and Washington, D.C. — students 
have shown less of an interest in studying in our na-
tion’s capital than in the other two. This spring, there 
are 68 students studying in L.A., 108 in London and 
12 in D.C. The D.C. program has had fewer students 
consistently. Though the goal was to have between 20 
and 30 students a semester, enrollment on average has 
been between 10 and 15.
Initially, the D.C. program was intended to appeal 
to students from across campus. But the program 
needs a focus. The L.A. Program is successful because 
it is marketed to students in the Roy H. Park School 
of Communications. Students who participate in the 
L.A. program are taking classes and internships that 
pertain to their majors. The D.C. program should be 
marketed to specific areas of study and have courses 
that will allow students to complete their degree 
requirements there.  
If more students enroll, the college will invest 
more in faculty and class options. The college needs to 
promote students’ D.C. internships — including ones 
at the Spanish Embassy, National Geographic and 
the U.S. State Department. If they aren’t promoted, 
students won’t know about them. 
This academic year, $230,000 was allotted to the 
program. If the college cannot create more of an inter-
est and enrollment remains low, the college should 
consider cutting the program to save money. 
Washington, D.C., offers many opportunities in our 
nation’s capital, but these opportunities mean little if 
only a handful of students attend. 
students urged to study in d.C.
As a faculty member and director of 
the Ithaca College Los Angeles Program, I 
encourage students from all majors across 
campus to consider spending a semester at 
our Washington, D.C., program and take 
advantage of the opportunities it has to 
offer. Washington is a great city, and there 
are excellent internships available in a wide 
range of academic disciplines. And, please, 
don’t let the fact that there are still some 
kinks in the program deter you. I have been 
the director of the ICLA program since it 
started in 1994, and I can attest that any 
college satellite program, whether it’s in 
Washington, D.C., Los Angeles or London, 
is and will always be a work in progress. 
stephen tropiano 
 Director of Ithaca College L.A. Program
College should bring more scientists
Climate change is considered such an 
important issue that several colleges around 
the nation have signed the Presidential 
Climate Action Plan, including Ithaca Col-
lege. Last week, I attended a physics café 
held on campus where climate scientist 
Gavin Schmidt, who works for NASA, gave 
a presentation called “Climate Change: 
Picturing the Science.” His presentation 
explained why so many people disregard 
climate change as a hoax with the belief that 
a half-degree change in temperature will not 
affect our ecosystems. These small changes 
have profound effects on plants, animals and 
even ocean currents that affect weather pat-
terns around the globe. The many opinions 
on climate change, even political lobbying 
and incorrect reports made by large corpo-
rations, leave some students at the college 
either confused about the issue or with the 
idea that it doesn’t exist. I was enlightened 
by the scientific facts presented by Schmidt 
during his presentation and believe the col-
lege should invite more scientists as guest 
speakers so students can receive unbiased 
scientific knowledge about current research 
on the issue of climate change, rather 
than the opinions created by the media 
and large corporations. Through proven 
scientific facts and research, students can be 
convinced that climate change really does 
exist and will also allow them to take their 
own actions in order to combat this negative 
change that is impacting Mother Nature and 
the planet we call home. 
daniel Fortak ’14
your letters
the ithacan welcomes correspondence 
from all readers. please include your 
name, graduation year, organizational or 
college title/position and phone number. 
letters must be 250 words or less. the 
ithacan reserves the right to edit letters 
for length, clarity and taste. all letters 
must be received by 5 p.m. the monday 
before publication. all letters must be 
signed, submitted in writing and either 
emailed to ithacan@ithaca.edu or deliv-
ered to park 269.
letter poliCY
comment online.
Now you can be heard in print or on the Web.
write a letter to the editor at ithacan@
ithaca.edu or leave a comment on 
commentaries and editorials at  
theithacan.org.
letters must be 250 words or less, emailed or 
dropped off by 5 p.m. monday in park 269.
cutting degrees 
If Pell Grants receive cuts, the higher 
education system will greatly suffer
A Republican proposal to cut $5.7 million in Pell Grants will leave college students across the country struggling to earn a degree. 
The proposal will include a 15 percent cut 
to the maximum amount of Pell Grant money 
a student can receive. The cut will decrease the 
maximum, $5,500, by $845. According to the 
Chronicle of Higher Education, if the proposal is 
passed, 1.7 million students will be ineligible for 
Pell Grants, awards given to middle- and low-
income students. About 22 percent of students at 
Ithaca College receive these grants.  
Cutting Pell Grants will have serious repercus-
sions on the American higher education system. 
More students will be entering the workforce 
without a college degree. At institutions across the 
country — especially elite, private colleges — there 
will be less diversity if lower-income and minority 
students are not represented. Those that will attend 
college without Pell Grants may find themselves in 
more student debt after graduation. 
During the economic downturn, there need to 
be cuts in the budget. But cuts need to be the kind 
that won’t hurt the future of our country. 
In his State of the Union address in January, 
President Barack Obama said education was 
going to be on the top of the country’s agenda — 
“our generation’s Sputnik moment,” he said. But 
if the Republican proposal is passed and fewer 
Americans are able to attend college, then some 
won’t have a future in education.
all opinions expressed do not necessarily reflect those of the ithacan. to write a guest commentary, contact opinion editor Jacqueline palochko at 274-3208.
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Guest CommentarY
I was born and raised in Akita City, Japan, 110 miles northwest of Sendai, a city that is now too familiar to Americans 
as the center of the earthquake disaster and 
the horrific scene of the tsunami swallow-
ing everything in its path. 
At dawn on March 11, 
my husband, Abraham, 
and I were stunned to 
learn from our iPad CNN 
news feeds that northern 
Japan was struck by a 9.0 
magnitude earthquake. 
I immediately called my 
mother in Akita, realizing 
that Akita could not have 
escaped the disaster. Over 
the phone, I heard some noise, but it eventu-
ally went dead silent. I had several other 
unsuccessful attempts. 
“The phone call does not go through.” The 
seriousness of the disaster started weighing 
heavily on my mind. 
“Mother is 80 years old. She cannot run.” Now 
my heart was pounding, bitterly regretting that I 
had not talked to her for three weeks. 
It took almost two full days before I finally 
reached my mother. When I heard her voice, 
my tension melted. 
“Yuko-chan, I am OK, and all our family 
members in Akita are fine.” 
“That is really good news, Mother. I am 
so relieved. How about Daizo-Ojisan (Uncle 
Daizo) and Reiko-Obasan (Aunt Reiko) in 
Sendai?” There was a moment of silence. 
“I have heard from Daizo. He has survived, 
but I have not heard from Reiko…” my mother 
quietly said. 
Reiko-Obasan, my father’s youngest sister, 
lived with my parents and grandmother when 
I was born. I grew up, sensing that my aunt 
loved me. She was the one who taught me 
how to make origami cranes. She was very 
patient, showing me each step of folding the 
origami paper that magically transformed 
itself from a two-dimensional piece of paper 
into a beautiful bird. 
“Yuko-chan, when you are making a crane, 
you should pray hard for a sick person about 
whom you sincerely care. It is believed when 
you have made 1,000 cranes, the person will 
get better,” Aunt Reiko said. When she got 
married and moved away to Sendai, I cried 
very hard. 
It is a long tradition of the Japanese to 
make origami cranes and pray for those about 
whom we sincerely care. Now, it is my turn to 
make 1,000 cranes for those who were washed 
away by the tsunami and affected by nuclear 
radiation. When I finish those 1,000 cranes, I 
may hear from my Aunt Reiko.
Mulugetta and students, faculty and staff 
members plan to make origami cranes at 
Japanese pianist Nobuyuki Tsujii‘s concert 
April 12 in Ford Hall. For further informa-
tion, contact her at ymulugetta@ithaca.edu.
Yuko muluGetta is the director of enrollment at 
ithaca College. email her at ymulugetta@ithaca.edu.
Staff member waits to hear from family in Japan
Guest CommentarY
A family looks for their personal belongings where their house used to be located Saturday in Natori, 




Every spring break, Habitat for Humanity International has a program called “Col-
legiate Challenge” for college teams 
to build houses at certain affiliates 




ter of Habitat 
for Humanity 
traveled to Co-
lumbus, Ga., to 





Grand Caravans 18 hours south 
to the beautiful, sunny Southern 
part of our country to help finish 
five substandard housing units. 
Substandard housing is reserved 
for families that are either in need 
of a new home because their cur-
rent home does not fit the families’ 
needs or do not have a home of 
their own and are renting places 
to live. Another group of students 
also traveled to Albany during 
break to help learn about the 
legislative and lobbying process. 
The students in that group lobbied 
for affordable housing with state 
senators and representatives in 
addition to building a house. 
On Sunday, we finally made 
it to the Columbus affiliate. The 
family that was receiving the 
house and all the Habitat employ-
ees were standing by the door to 
welcome us in. The workweek 
began early Monday morning and 
didn’t slow down all week. 
During Monday and Tuesday, 
all of us were working on finish-
ing the insides of the houses. This 
included finishing the tops of 
the frames by doing “deadwood” 
— making sure there is wood 
overflow on the frame so that 
sheetrock can attach to it. After 
our first two days, we were sore 
but felt accomplished that we were 
giving homes to those who cur-
rently have inadequate housing.
The rest of the week, we 
roofed all morning and after-
noon. We roofed three houses 
by the end of the week, and it 
was amazing to see how much 
progress we made over one week. 
Roofing was a large indicator of 
just how far we were getting and 
how much of an impact we were 
making. Meeting the family put 
a face to the mission of Habitat 
and helped the participants iden-
tify with their cause.
The trip was a success. A lot 
of the students were first timers, 
and they all said they would love 
to do another trip. The family 
that was receiving the house also 
made us a plaque and presented 
it to us for the work we were 
doing. It was amazing to see how 
grateful they were. 
But Habitat won’t be wait-
ing until the next break to help 
out. During the school year, we 
do a lot of advocating to make 
people more aware of the lack of 
affordable housing available in 
Tompkins County. We also hold 
charities and events throughout 
the school year to help raise 
money to support Habitat for 
Humanity. April is Act, Speak, 
Build month, so Habitat will have 
a number of events, like guest 
speakers, discussion panels and 
film screenings coming up. 
This was my third break trip 
with Habitat for Humanity, and 
each time I realize more and 
more how rewarding it is to give 
a home to a family. 
Habitat for Humanity meets at 
4 p.m. Sundays in the Taughannock 
Falls Room in Campus Center.
emilY holland is a sophomore busi-
ness administration student. email 
her at ehollan1@ithaca.edu. 
Students spend break building homes in Georgia
ithaca college students and workers from habitat for humanity stand in 
front of a house they helped build March 15 in columbus, Ga.
     courTeSY of eMilY hollANd
Starring Chris Brown’s temper
  Chris Brown always gets asked 
about his 2009 assault on Rihanna. 
This time, he lost his cool on Good 
Morning America and stormed 
off the set, breaking the glass of a 
window. — Aaron Edwards   
More problems for Japan
In addition to tragic death 
counts from the natural disaster, 
Japan is also dealing with envi-
ronmental issues. Between air 
pollution and radiation expo-
sure,  Japan faces a long and dif-
ficult road. — Meagan McGinnes 
Remembering ’90s sports 
I’ve been thinking about sports 
I used to watch in the late 90s. 
Anyone remember that commer-
cial where Hank Aaron shows up 
to watch Ken Griffey Jr. hit home 
runs in an empty stadium? It’s 
kind of depressing to remember it. 
— Alex Holt    
Evolving rap with rock 
We’ve finally found someone 
that can successfully combine rap 
and rock into something impres-
sive. I speak of Lupe Fiasco — the 
rapper coming to Cornell Univer-
sity next month. He actually has a 
rock band, Japanese Cartoon, and 
it’s awesome.— Jared Dionne 
Reality TV meets the SATs 
 High school students now 
need to know the definition of 
“capacious” and  something about 
Kim Kardashian to take the SATs. 
Last week, as high school students 
broke out their No. 2 pencils, a 
writing prompt asked students to 
give their opinion on reality televi-
sion. — Jacqueline Palochko 
Is this a dream?
 I’ve been having vivid dreams. 
They started off harmless, but they’re 
starting to interfere with my daily life. 
“I got you the string cheese and 
celery you asked for,” I told my sister.
“What are you talking about?” 
Apparently she didn’t need string 
cheese and celery. — Lilly Miller
emilY holland
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Freshman wins  
CollegeHumor contest 
for comics in notes
Freshman Samantha Towle draws a comic in the Roy H. Park School of Communications on Monday. She won CollegeHumor’s 
“America’s Smartest Slacker” contest for her story about the doodles, which was turned into a video for the website.
GRAHAM Hebel/THe ITHACAn
By Shea O’Meara 
Staff Writer
According to her résumé, fresh-
man Samantha Towle is a double 
major in cinema and photography 
and psychology, a Park Scholar, an 
SPCA volunteer, a member of The 
Harry Potter Alliance and a writer 
for Buzzsaw Magazine. According to 
CollegeHumor, she’s a slacker. 
In January, CollegeHumor and 
CourseSmart launched the America’s 
Smartest Slacker essay contest. More 
than 300 students shared their most 
creative academic shortcuts for a 
chance to win $1,000, an animated 
video on CollegeHumor’s website and 
a year’s supply of free eTextbooks from 
CourseSmart. A month after submit-
ting her essay about turning her class 
notes into comic strips, Towle won a 
new title: America’s Smartest Slacker. 
The animated video runs just over 
a minute long. It tells Towle’s story 
about struggling to get good grades 
in her high school honors calculus 
class until inspiration struck, and she 
turned the equations she couldn’t 
memorize into fun stories and pictures 
she wouldn’t forget. 
Towle, fan of CollegeHumor, said 
she found the contest while surfing the 
site over winter break and entered on a 
whim, not expecting to win. 
Rachel Daily, a junior account ex-
ecutive at CollegeHumor, arranged 
the contest between CourseSmart 
and CollegeHumor. She said Towle’s 
entry won because it was both fun 
and academic. 
“Her story was entertaining, but at 
the same time it wasn’t anything too 
slacker,” she said. “She actually did re-
ally well in the course, and it was a little 
more wholesome across the board. 
She hit all the points across for our au-
dience and CourseSmart.”
Towle took her inspiration from 
“Fantastic Bob,” a superhero her older 
brother created in his assignment 
book to “defeat” his homework. Soon 
Towle had developed rhymes, song 
parodies and even turned her teacher 
into a superhero. 
Towle keeps most of the comic 
notes she takes, except for the ones she 
loans to friends. Towle said she shared 
her notes and used them when she 
tutored students in calculus after the 
class ended. She said it helps students 
like her, who don’t like math, learn in a 
way that works for them.
“They were more creative than 
mathematical, so things like drawings 
and songs helped them learn in their 
own way,” Towle said. 
As her courses became more dif-
ficult, Towle used the doodles to help 
understand the work. She still remem-
bers the day she drew a quail in class, 
needing to remember to add “QED” to 
the end of her calculus equations. Or, 
for Towle, a quail, an eagle and a dog. 
Towle still uses her slacker tech-
nique in most of her classes at Ithaca 
College. She said drawing comics 
helped her pass her “Hollywood and 
American Film” midterm.
“Sometimes I just can’t actually 
take sentence notes, and so I have a 
whole bunch of pages where it’s just 
my doodles instead of notes,” she said. 
“When I took the midterm, ... the 
things I got wrong were the things I 
had written out, because I didn’t re-
member them as much.” 
Carla Golden, a professor of psy-
chology,  teaches Towle in her honors 
seminar this semester. She said Towle 
is a serious student who does 
well in class. Golden was 
surprised by the contest win 
and was excited to hear more 
about Towle’s art.
“It’s a great video,” she said. 
“If she’s doodling in my class, 
which she might be, I want to 
see every one of the doodles. 
They’ve got to be great be-
cause the course is called Sex, 
Gender and Desire.” 
Towle said she was excited 
to have a CollegeHumor video 
posted about something in 
her life and spent a lot of time 
thinking about what the video 
would be like before she saw 
it. Though the video’s punk 
main character with an eyebrow 
piercing and exposed navel 
looks noth-









“ T h e y 
kind of 
knew what I 
looked like, 
but they 
kind of discarded that and said, ‘Let’s 
make her a punk rocker,’” she said. “It 
fits their image, and I don’t mind. The 
main point of the story is that I’m not 
someone who would excel in calculus, 
and neither is that girl.”
Despite her passion for in-class 
drawing, Towle hasn’t been in an offi-
cial art class since middle school. Even 
though she knew she wanted to major 
in psychology and cinema, she does 
keep a collection of Foxtrot, her favor-
ite comic strip.
Towle said she will use the money 
she won to replenish the funds she 
spent buying necessities for her major. 
In spite of that, she said she went shop-
ping when she won, even though she 
has yet to receive the money.
“As soon as I found out I won, I did 
go on a bit of a shopping spree,” she 
said. “I didn’t spend that much — I 
went to Urban [Outfitters] and then I 
went to Purity Ice Cream.”
Towle said she doesn’t usually con-
sider herself a slacker, but whether or 
not her new title is true depends on 
the connotation. 
“Technically, someone who’s doo-
dling in class instead of taking notes 
is kind of slacking, but they’re slacking 
in a smart way that may even be bet-
ter than taking notes in a conventional 
way,” she said.
See the video at www.collegehumor.
com/video/6457992/coursesmart-
presents-americas-smartest-slacker.
A screenshot from the CollegeHumor “America’s Smartest Slacker” contest video, 
which follows Towle’s character as she draws comics to help her learn calculus.
COURTeSy OF COlleGeHUMOR
A still from the animated video of Towle’s character drawing.
COURTeSy OF COlleGeHUMOR
COURTeSy OF SAMAnTHA TOwle
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Rather than taking over Emerson Suites 
like the “Black & White” formal this 
winter, the class of 2011 toasted to its 
graduation and future in the Dillingham 
Center lobby Friday. With a red carpet 
rolled out for the night, guests walked 
across it, bringing their drinks to small 
standing tables stationed around the 
room. A projected photo slide show 
of senior moments thus far created 
an intimate atmosphere. The night’s 
truly star-studded class was treated to a 
memorable evening more special than yet 
another event in Emerson or one of the 
Campus Center lounges. 
Lukewarm
The toasts
Toasting to the senior’s final year of 
college was sweet and nostalgic. The 
toasts themselves were well thought-out 
and appropriate for each of the class’s 
years spent at Ithaca College. The toast 
for freshman year was to learning to get 
along with roommates and newly made 
friends, which was a sweet way to remem-
ber the transitional phases. But after the 
second toast, the ritual was predictable 
and got somewhat old. It didn’t help that 
the speakers didn’t project loudly enough 
during the toasts. With cocktails selling for 
$6 a drink, not many had liquid remaining 
with which they could toast. 
Not
The drinks
While the invitation for the Toast to 2011 
promised a free wine tasting of two deli-
cious wines provided by Lucas Vineyards 
— one red and one white — both were 
expensive if purchased after the free 
tasting. True, the proceeds benefited the 
senior class, but beverages available for 
purchase were out of most seniors’ price 
range. Each student attendee received 
two complimentary tickets for the tast-
ing, but after waiting in a long line only 
received a mere splash of white wine and 
another of the red. If the seniors wanted 
an additional “taste,” they had to shell 
out some cash — only to receive their 
drink in a cheap plastic cup, unfitting to 
the otherwise classy atmosphere.
Senior Writer Alexandra Palombo rates 
the best and worst features of the Senior 
Class Toast to 2011.
I never thought I would get to kiss Michael Douglas.
— Matt Damon to “E!” about his on-screen make out session with his legendary 
co-star in their upcoming biopic, “Liberace.”
Whip it
Freshman Ethan Solomon takes a breath during the whipped cream pie-eating contest at Relay for Life on Saturday. The event raised 
money for the American Cancer Society and included performances by Ithacappella, Premium Blend, IC Voicestream and IC Spit That!
RAChEL ORLOw/ThE IThACAn
As an alternative to spending thousands on plastic surgery to get rid of bodily 
lumps and bumps, Japanese retailers are proposing a more economically vi-
able alternative: nose clips. While these tools are pinching nostrils as well as 
pockets, The Beauty Nose Butterfly Nose Clip is making face reformation more 
stylish. With a bright pink butterfly clasped onto the nose, Beauty Nose believes 
wearers can make their five minutes of recommended use more enjoyable. 
Instead of having to endure 
the pain of surgical slits and 
the aftermath of horrendous 
bruises, this nonsurgical nose 
job is one remedy that may 
be making waves across the 
Pacific and hit the U.S. soon.
— Megan Devlin
 
Next time you take the early-morning train commute to work, watching life pass 
you by through the grease-smudged windows, only to arrive at your desk with a 
stack of unfiled invoices, just know you aren’t alone. One of BBC’s many humor-
ous clips, “Misery Bear Goes to Work,” depicts an average work day of 
a clerical teddy bear who is just trying to get by like everyone 
else. From the routine sips of terribly brewed coffee 
to harassment by a power hungry boss, the 
chronicle of the world’s most miserable 
bear, giving viewers a few chuckles of 
empathetic relief. For some extra giggles, 
check out “Misery Bear’s Trip to London” 
or “Misery Bear Prepares for a Date.” 
— Megan Devlin
Teen moms gone wild
Baby mama Jenelle 
Evans of MTV’s “Teen 
Mom” got feisty on 
Friday. The reality show 
star got in a fight with 
Britany Truett, a girl 
from her North Carolina 
hometown, over her 
ex-boyfriend and began 
launching punches at 
the girl’s face. The brawl 
quickly turned into a 
WWE smackdown as 
Evans threw Truett to 
the ground. With the 
paparazzi catching the 
fight on tape, Evans 
has a narrow chance of 
escaping prosecution. 
The teen mom faces 
serious consequences if 
Truett decides to press 
charges, including losing 
custody of her son Jace. 
Round up the raging 
hormones before the 
cops do, Evans, other-
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By danielle torres 
contributing  writer
Neatly pinned across the walls 
at a recent Cornell University 
Sustainable Design meeting were 
pages of graphic design proposals for 
a sustainable preschool, with quirky 
reusable features like glass bottles, 
among other elements.
In October, four team leaders from 
Cornell University Sustainable Design, 
a student organization that creates 
sustainable designs, visited Cosmo 
City, the building site for their project, 
Schoolhouse South Africa. The stu-
dents observed similar projects in the 
region and are now focusing their en-
ergy into laying the foundation for an 
environmentally friendly preschool.
Thirty students are working on 
designs for a 6,000-square foot early 
childhood development center. The 
crèche, the local term for a day care 
center for infants and young children, 
will take two months to complete as 
long as the group can raise $150,000.
Junior Karen Lin, logistics officer 
and graphics leader, said the project 
inspired CUSD to help the environ-
ment and serve the global community.
“We wanted to pursue a pro-
gram that would be ecologically 
sustainable,” she said. “We’re not only 
teaching kids there, giving children an 
education, but also teaching a lesson 
of stewardship for the students here 
at Cornell.”
CUSD has partnered with South 
African-based nonprofit Education 
Africa to supplement its designs with 
more cultural knowledge.
Sophomore Jesse McElwain, 
CUSD liaison and logistics director, 
said SSA extends beyond African 
children by training caregivers on 
how to also become educators. The 
preschool will also serve as a teacher 
training facility.
The project consists of three phas-
es: research, design and building. 
With a grant of nearly $1,500 from 
the Cornell Council of the Arts, the 
students published a 207-page com-
pilation of research they gathered 
from August to December.
Lin said the university integrated 
the project into a second-year archi-
tecture studio class, which uses “The 
CUSD Schoolhouse: South Africa 
Research Compilation Book” as one 
of its textbooks. She said CUSD stu-
dents developed a full set of working 
drawings their peers can now refer to 
when designing.
Barry Beagen, a December 2010 
graduate and leader of the group’s 
initiative, said the project is an op-
portunity for students to challenge 
themselves while getting hands-on 
experience they may not receive in 
the classroom.
“What’s most important about 
this project is the fact that you kind of 
have to think in a different framework 
given limited resources to design and 
engineer something,” he said.
The student organization is 
currently drafting 10 designs and 
sketches based on observations from 
its visit to Cosmo City last fall. The 
group is narrowing down its propos-
als to five plans and will choose one 
to propose to its partners in Africa.
McElwain said the crèche designs 
shy away from a culturally imposing 
structure. For the project to benefit 
Cosmo City residents, he said they’ll 
need to know how to maintain the 
prospective learning center.
“We are really trying to make this 
building as ingrained in this commu-
nity as possible,” McElwain said.
As a result, he said the school’s 
structure emphasizes minimal en-
ergy use because of the high costs in 
the region.
Several other designs include ga-
bion walls, which are constructed of 
a steel framework enclosed by large, 
weathered rocks.
Beagen also said the building’s ar-
chitecture is critical to maintaining 
natural heating and cooling. He said 
the group might implement rammed 
earth walls, which recycle excavated 
soil from the school’s foundation and 
use it as building materials.
“Earth has a really insulated 
property,” he said. “It’s actually a 
good thermo mass to distribute heat 
over the day.”
In addition to natural resources, 
the group intends to use materials 
entirely from the Cosmo City region. 
He said he hopes city businesses will 
donate building materials to avoid 
additional importation expenses.
Thus far, the students have raised 
$42,000 in donations. Aside from lo-
cal donors, Lin said CUSD is using 
IndieGogo.com to raise money, as 
well as seeking corporate donations 
to help meet its financial goal.
“We’re looking at corporate 
sponsorship so that we can get prod-
ucts donated to us,” Lin said.
Beagen said if the group does not 
meet its milestone marker of $75,000 
by April 4, CUSD cannot implement 
the plan this summer.
McElwain said CUSD is pressing 
forward with its fundraising cam-
paign to meet its goal. Recently, the 
students raised almost $800 from a 
bake sale on Dragon Day, a traditional 
event in which Cornell’s architecture 
department dresses up as dragons.
“We’re sort of facing the barrel of 
the gun,” he said. “At this point it’s go-
ing to be really down to the line if we 
can manage to raise enough money 
in time.”
Architects generate sustainable school for Africans
Barry Beagen, leader of Cornell University Sustainable Design’s Schoolhouse South Africa project, points out the pros 
and cons of the 10 proposals. The group will choose five of these designs before showing them to its African partners.
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by RobeRt RiveRa 
contributing Writer
Fifteen years after the Pokémon craze began, 
Game Freak and Nintendo have partnered once 
more to produce another title in their long-running 
handheld game phenomenon, “Pokémon Black” 
and “Pokémon White.”
This time around, trainers 
enter the Unova region of the 
Pokémon world, which is based 
on the urban design of New York 
City, unlike select regions of Japan 
in previous games. The defining 
feature of the game’s Unova re-
gion is its season changes, which 
dictate what Pokémon are avail-
able at certain points in the game. 
The game play remains unchanged since the 
first generation of Pokémon games. In this edi-
tion, gamers have to beat eight Gym Leaders, a 
criminal organization, an Elite Four and the current 
Pokémon Champion to become the regional one.
The villainous Team Plasma, who, instead of 
dominating the world like criminals in prior games, 
has a PETA-like message, discouraging trainers 
who use their Pokémon for the sake of battle — 
as it is hurtful to the monsters. Instead, the team 
wishes to separate Pokémon from humans entirely, 
creating a world clearly segregated between man 
and beast. 
The major difference between the two versions 
of the game is the exclusive areas of each, which 
have their own benefits. “Pokémon White” is set in 
the White Forest, a deep and rich woodland filled 
with low-level basic Pokémon ready for trainers 
to capture. On the other hand, “Pokémon Black” 
takes place in Black City, a highly advanced met-
ropolitan area that hosts many strong trainers 
with fully evolved Pokémon. Choosing a version 
depends on whether the trainer’s goal is training 
or capturing.
Despite being an old and repetitive game play 
system, “Pokémon” does not feel stale, especially 
because the new Unova region hosts monsters dif-
ferent from prior generations. This means no fan 
favorites like Tyranitar, Salamence, Chansey or 
even mascot Pikachu appear until after the trainer 
beats the Elite Four and takes down N, the sup-
posed leader of Team Plasma. But by this point, 
trainers have already bonded with new Pokémon 
in the region, such as the flying squirrel Pokémon 
Emonga or the thug/lizard inspired Scrafty.
While this fifth generation of game play hosts a 
refined story line and new Pokémon, its improved 
graphics are the game’s true selling point. For the 
first time, both enemy and friendly Pokémon are 
constantly moving during battle stages. Also, more 
streamlined attack mechanics allow for beautiful 
scenes within the small confines of a DS screen. 
If improved fighting graphics are not enough, the 
out-of-game play visuals perfect the scene. Mar-
velous bridges span multiple angles of the screen 
while changing seasons depict cities covered in 
snow, flowers or autumn leaves.  
The game also introduces the triple and rota-
tional battle. In both cases, the trainer pits half of 
their team against an opponent for a new variation 
to the Pokémon battling system. Triple battles allow 
gamers to control all three Pokémon at once, while 
rotational battles allow them to alternate the three 
Pokémon without losing a turn during the switch-
off. Both require an expert level of skill and timing 
to avoid defeating one’s own Pokémon before those 
of their opponents and to strategically position cer-
tain Pokémon for optimal damage.  
The game also enables trainers to wirelessly 
link to Pokémon Global Link, an online area where 
they can access the Dream World. Here, trainers 
capture and transfer Pokémon to their game, in-
cluding those with special abilities and attacks not 
found in the game play, which ultimately creates a 
better team.  
Improving Game Freak’s already winning for-
mula, “Pokémon Black” and “Pokémon White” are 
highly addicting and will provide months, if not 
years, of entertainment for college students — at 
least until Game Freak releases its next major game.
Dynamic visuals liven Pokémon game
From left, grass-type Tsutaja, fire-type Pokabu and water-type Mijumaru are the starter Pokémon of 
Game Freak’s new Pokémon release. The game features the best graphics in any Pokémon game so far.
courTesy oF GaMe Freak
by jaRed dionne 
staff Writer
It’s time to roll out the welcome 
mats: The Strokes are back. After 
a five-year hiatus, the leather-clad 





LPs but caters to 
the traditional 
Strokesian pal-
ette of snappy 
guitar riffs, raw 
vocals and moving bass lines.
Front man Julian Casablancas’ 
’80s electropop influences sneak 
their way into songs like “Games,” 
which sports a breakneck bass line 
against a synth background.
The album’s production yields 
an eclectic smattering of musical 
variations while the group em-
bellishes established motifs with 
twists and accentuations.
“Two Kinds of Happiness” is 
so unabashedly new wave that lis-
teners may think it’s a cover rather 
than a Strokes original. It settles 
into a comfortable groove with a 
standout bass line, heavy drum 
hits and flourishing guitar riffs.
With the release of “Angles,” 
The Strokes show the world they 
haven’t lost their style, and the 
prodigal sons have returned.
Rebels rock electric beats
courTesy oF rouGh Trade records 
quickies




after two years of waiting, 
indie alt-rockers the boxer 
rebellion have something 
new for fans. their sounds 
are haunting and memo-
rable, but the lyrics border 
on cliché.
“Gimme Some” 
Peter bjorn and john
Startime international
the sixth album from this 
swedish indie rock band 
is leaning more toward the 
mainstream than its previous 
album. but with edgy vocals 
and catchy pop songs, main-
stream isn’t all that bad.
“SafaRi DiSCo Club” 
yelle 
UMG
french electropop trio 
Yelle’s sophomore album 
is a compilation of fun, 
head-bopping tunes. 
though nothing ground-
breaking, the synth-laced 
album is still a success.
thursday
“tRon: Legacy,” a film 
screening sponsored by sab, 
will begin at 8 p.m. in textor 
102. tickets are $2. 
 
andrew bird, a violinist 
progressing toward electric 
indie-folk, will play from 7 to 
10 p.m. at cornell’s bailey 
Hall. Pre-show tickets are $19 
for balcony and $22 for floor.
friday
the Gunpoets, a new-school 
hip-hop group, will perform at 
9 p.m. at castaways. tickets 
are $8 at the door. 
 
Fools day Fest, three local 
ithaca bands including the 
big Mean sound Machine and 
Zgress, will play at the Haunt 
at 9 p.m. tickets are $7.
saturday
acappellooza, the 15th 
annual a cappella concert fea-
turing ithacappella and other 
groups from the northeast, will 
begin at 7 p.m. at the state 
theatre. tickets are $10, $7 
with a student iD and $5 with 
a valid ncur pass.
sunday
the Whispering tree, a 
folk rock duo with classi-
cally trained vocalist eleanor 
Kleiner and french bassist 
elie brangbour, will perform 
at 7 p.m. at felicia’s atomic 
Lounge. admission is free.
hot
dates
britney makes comeback 
with lofty new wave sound
by benjii MaUSt 
contributing Writer
After the lackluster quality of 
“Blackout” and the failed attempt at 
2008’s “Circus” come-
back, Britney Spears’ 
latest release, “Femme 
Fatale,” meets expec-
tations of a dance-pop 
album, especially with 
the new electronic 
craze pervading the 
Top 40 chart.
The album’s 
strong point is its 
groundbreaking production, laid down 
by Spears’ go-to team: Max Martin, 
Dr. Luke and Bloodshy & Avant. To-
gether, they create a lofty soundscape 
filled with otherworldly percussion and 
crushing synths that form a cohesive 
canvas. Most notable is the postmod-
ern love song, “Trip To Your Heart,” 
whose roaring chorus dusted with wind 
chimes and the echo of an ambient xy-
lophone stand out. 
Spears amassed a bevy of 27 song-
writers to contribute to the lyrics of 
“Fatale,” but her distinct ability to en-
gage listeners is what makes every song 
a success. In full voice — with the help 
of a vocoder — Spears begs a lover on 
the reggae-infused new wave torch 
song “Gasoline” to “set me on fire.”
Despite her non-credited tracks, the 
pop star tries to make the best of what 
her songwriters provide. But poor lyr-
ics, like “Your body looks so sick I think 
I caught the flu” in her on-the-floor 
confession, “(Drop Dead) Beautiful,” 
suggest Spears is idly complacent with 
her songs’ promiscuous messages of 
club hopping and hooking up. 
However, the album’s standout track 
is “Criminal,” which closely resembles a 
ballad. With the return of acoustic gui-
tar, which Spears has not featured on a 
record in years, a choir of panpipes and 
heartfelt lyrics, this track is the dark 
horse of the compilation.
Spears’ panache for turning a 
phrase on an album filled with eclec-
tic dance-pop is proof that the former 
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7 p.m. April 7 only
today’s special 
7:25 p.m. and 9:25 p.m. and 
Weekends 2:25 p.m. and 4:25 p.m.
true grit 
7:05 p.m., 9:15 p.m. and 
9:30 p.m. April 7 only, 
2:05 p.m. and 4:15 p.m. April 10 
only, and 4:15 p.m. April 9 only 
the last lions 
7:10 p.m. and 
Weekends 2:10 p.m.
biutiful HHH
8:45 p.m. and 
Weekends 4 p.m.
the illusionist HHH
7:20 p.m. and 9:20 p.m. and 
Weekends 2:20 p.m. and 4:20 p.m.
the king’s speech HHH1/2
7:15 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. and 




2:20 p.m., 3:40 p.m., 5 p.m., 6:20 p.m., 
7:25 p.m., 8:50 p.m., 9:45 p.m.
insidious 
3:10 p.m., 5:40 p.m., 8:10 p.m., 
10:40 p.m.
source code 
1:40 p.m., 2:40 p.m., 4:10 p.m., 
5:10 p.m., 6:40 p.m., 7:40 p.m., 
9:10 p.m., 10:10 p.m.
diary of a wimpy kid 2 
2:50 p.m., 5:20 p.m., 7:50 p.m., 
10:15 p.m.
sucker punch H
2:10 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 4:50 p.m., 
6:10 p.m., 7:30 p.m., 9 p.m., 10:20 p.m.
limitless HHH
2 p.m., 4:30 p.m., 7:20 p.m., 10 p.m.
the lincoln lawyer HHH1/2
4 p.m., 6:50 p.m., 9:50 p.m.
paul 
3:50 p.m., 6:30 p.m., 9:20 p.m.
battle: los angeles HH1/2
4:20 p.m., 9:40 p.m.
the adjustment bureau HHH
1:50 p.m., 7:10 p.m.
rango 
5:30 p.m., 8 p.m., 10:30 p.m.
cedar rapids 
2:30 p.m., 4:40 p.m., 7 p.m., 9:30 p.m. 
 
cornell cinema
104 Willard Straight Hall 255-3522
For more information, visit  
http://cinema.cornell.edu.
Unoriginal characters alienate viewers
by Janet early 
ConTribuTinG WriTEr
Even with groundbreaking tech-
nologies developed in the last century, 
humans have no idea if life exists else-
where. “Battle: Los Angeles” explores 
the possibility of technologically supe-
rior aliens who are bent on destroying 
all of humanity.
The movie fol-
lows Staff Sergeant 
Michael Nantz 
(Aaron Eckhart) and 
a group of soldiers 
as they struggle to 
ward off alien invad-
ers determined to 
destroy humans and seize Earth’s wa-
ter. The best military resources seem 
to be useless against the technologi-
cally advanced aliens, who storm Los 
Angeles in gigantic metal vehicles 
and wear suits of robot-like armor. 
However, once the military discovers 
an enemy weakness, the playing field 
is leveled, and it’s anyone’s planet.
Evident from the title, the film fo-
cuses on the invasion of Los Angeles, 
though attacks in other countries are 
revealed through archival newsreel 
footage. Los Angeles is an effective 
center for the action, emotionally 
impacting audiences as breathtaking 
images show the widely known city 
crumbling into smoky ruin.
Exciting battle scenes are by far 
the highlights of the film, showcas-
ing action-packed combat between 
the aliens and the military, such as the 
gripping air fights between helicop-
ters and extraterrestrial spaceships. 
Explosions and gunfire consume the 
city as enemies attack by air, land and 
sea. A particularly impressive scene 
shows the alien invaders marching 
in from the Pacific Ocean, launching 
missiles toward hundreds of citizens 
running for their lives.
Impressive CGI portrays large-
scale destruction of the burning city 
of Los Angeles and depicts the domi-
nating aliens as they attempt to wipe 
out mankind. Such well-done effects 
give a better sense of realism to the 
science-fiction plot.
The film features quick cuts and 
shots from multiple angles and dis-
tances. Director Jonathan Liebesman, 
primarily known for horror films such 
as “Texas Chainsaw Massacre: The 
Beginning,” uses a handheld camera 
to achieve a jolting effect that thrusts 
viewers into the action. Frequent, 
unsteady zooms supply a hectic am-
biance consistent with the chaotic 
plot. Sound effects also intensify the 
action as powerful noises substantiate 
epic explosions and deafening blasts, 
keeping audiences invested in the ex-
citement on screen. 
While “Battle: Los Angeles” excels 
as an action film, it hastily tries to in-
corporate distracting melodramatic 
elements. A military sergeant with a 
haunted past, a family’s struggle to 
stay together, sacrifices for the good 
of the troops — they’re all there but 
driven by unoriginal characters who 
are ultimately forgettable. But the 
acting, featuring Ne-Yo, Michael 
Penã and Michelle Rodriguez as 
some of the courageous soldiers, is 
solid as they manage to overcome the 
film’s poor characterization.
As an action movie, “Battle: Los 
Angeles” is strong, though unoriginal 
characterization and clichéd melo-
dramatic elements hamper its ability 
to stand out among top end-of-the-
world movies such as “Independence 
Day” and “The Day After Tomorrow.” 
Impressive CGI and major alien vs. 
military action make this film worth 
viewing and provide scenes that are 
out of this world.
“Battle: Los Angeles” was written 
by Christopher Bertolini and directed 
by Jonathan Liebesman.
A Marine faces off against an alien spacecraft in “Battle: Los Angeles.” After an alien invasion, the Marine squad must 
destroy the mother ship, which controls all the other alien crafts, with an air strike of laser-guided missiles.
Courtesy of CoLuMBiA PiCtures 
Punchy visuals 
can’t save plot
by Matthew r. reis 
STaFF WriTEr
Director Zack Snyder’s latest extravaganza, 
“Sucker Punch,” is an experiment in visual overin-
dulgence gone wrong. 
Emily Browning plays Baby 
Doll, a petite, feisty 20-year-old 
who is imprisoned in a brothel 
fronting as a mental institution by 
her ruthless stepfather. Baby Doll, 
along with four other big-breasted 
heroines, including the opinion-
ated Sweet Pea (Abbie Cornish), 
Rocket, Blondie and Amber plan 
an ambitious escape to avoid being harmed by their 
pimp, Blue Jones (Oscar Isaac). Baby constructs 
a dream world in order to gain the confidence she 
needs to lead the other gals to freedom.
This premise obviously caters to a largely male 
audience with an appetite for scantily-clad women 
parading around. The movie needs more sizzling en-
tertainment to be successful with its target audience. 
The tame, restrictive PG-13 rating was probably used 
for financial concerns, but the studios should’ve let 
Snyder make an R-rated film that properly reflects 
his vision. No matter the amount of skin shown, the 
easiest way “Sucker Punch” could’ve been success-
ful is if the director’s attention wasn’t focused on the 
actress’s figures but on their acting.
Bad acting aside, it’s impossible to get over Steve 
Shibuya and Snyder’s idiotically paced script. There 
are too many instances in the picture where scenes 
start and end with no motivation. Hyperactive chil-
dren at least have a reason for their short attention 
spans, but Shibuya and Snyder have no excuse for 
their random ideas.
This filmmaking disaster even extends to the 
stale score. Instead of creating new material, music 
directors Tyler Bates and Marius de Vries are over 
reliant on commercialized tunes such as Queen’s “I 
Want It All.” All of the songs are rearranged into 
headache-inducing, nonsensical noise. It’s never 
clear if what the audience is watching is a narrative 
film or an overly long music video.
However, Larry Fong’s cinematography accom-
plishes mixing dark, foggy aspects of film noir with 
blended hues reminiscent of water color paintings.
For 109 minutes, a good premise is continually 
wasted on a disorganized plot. Fast cuts and slow 
motion photography are utilized well, but there isn’t 
enough substance to warrant this movie’s existence. 
Audiences should avoid being suckered into seeing 
this “work of art.”
“Sucker Punch” was written by Steve Shibuya, 
and written and directed by Zack Snyder.
Baby Doll (emily Browning) retreats into a dream 
world to plan her to escape from real-life captivity.








by alyssa Frey 
STaFF WriTEr
Proving the power of the mind, “Limitless” 
succeeds in creating a world where, instead 
of straining to grasp every 
thought, a person can pop a 
pill and become successful.
Struggling writer Eddie 
Morra (Bradley Cooper) is 
offered the “miracle” drug, 
NZT, which allows him to 
use all of his brainpower, 
instead of the typical 20 per-
cent. Morra climbs to the top of the financial 
world, becoming an adviser for top energy firm 
executive Carl Van Loon (Robert De Niro) and 
eventually spirals out of control as he becomes 
addicted to the expensive NZT. 
The most interesting aspect of “Limitless” 
is the camera work. Flashing lights, fast turns, 
quick cuts and extreme speed throughout the 
scenes complement Morra’s state of mind.
Both Cooper and De Niro are outstanding 
in the film. Cooper shines as a pretty boy try-
ing to make a name for himself in the business 
world. De Niro easily convinces the viewer he is 
a wealthy businessman who needs the help of 
someone special like Cooper’s character.
However, the ending falls flat without a clear 
conclusion. Morra plays out his time on NZT, 
coming out on top of the business world with no 
real consequences or meaningful lessons.
The film, an engaging psychological thriller, 
exceeds mediocre expectations and breaks the 
limits set for it, just without a decisive ending.
“Limitless” was written by Leslie Dixon and 
directed by Neil Burger. It was based on the novel 
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for rent                    
4 Bed 2 Bath house                                
Washer, dryer, dishwasher, deck                    
$525 ea. fully furnished                          
607-291-4092.
BEST DOWNTOWN ROOMS                
Big, bright, mini-kitchen.                                
Free Internet & 50” HDTV in lounge 
Laundry, parking 607-273-9462                      
www.ithacarenting.com.
2011-2012 Great houses/apts                      
We have places with 1 up to 6 Brs. 
Furnished, laundry, free parking,             
reasonable rent, professionally 
managed by working landlords.                    
See http://ithaca-apts.com.                                
Call Tom at 607-277-3153.
Commons West                                        
Studio 1,2 & 3 bedrooms                       
Elevator, laundry, intercom. 
High speed Internet                            
607-273-9462                                             
www.ithacarenting.com.
One Bedrooms/Studios.                       
Furnished, clean, laundry, walk to campus, 
Off-street parking, include major utilities.            
607-273-9300 or 607-277-1076.                    
Visit our website                                          
www.IthacaEstatesRealty.com.
ITHACA COMMONS                                          
Mini-studios, mini-kitchen,                           
TV lounge, laundry.                                        
$490up. 607-273-9462                        
www.ithacarenting.com. 
Fully furnished Ithaca College student 
houses. Located on Kendall Ave. Available 
2011-2012 school year. Call 607-273-9221.
THE IVY- 2011-12                                         
111 S. Cayuga Street                            
Spacious 3 bedroom, 3 baths                    
Elevator, laundry, A/C                                
607-273-9462                                        
www.ithacarenting.com.
Spacious modern 4BR near IC/Commons.     
Furnished, laundry, parking.                   
10/12M lease for next school year.           
Must see. 279-1593.
CITY VIEW- 2011-12                                 
Studio, 1,2 & 3 BDR’s                              
Elevator, intercom, high ceilings          
Dishwashers, laundry, Internet.                
Parking available. 607-273-9462.               
www.ithacarenting.com.
An apartment with no hassle. Hudson 
Heights Studio Apartments are located next 
to IC. We are renting for the next school year 
2011-2012 as low as $595/m starting June 
1 - August 2011. We will also rent a few fall 
term (6 months July - December) starting at 
$750/month. The rent includes: furniture, all 
utilities, parking, garbage and recycling, with 
laundry rooms on the complex. Call Tony at 
607-273-8473 office or cell 280-7660 for an 
appointment. Email anthonybusse@gmail.
com or website www.hhithaca.com.
Aug. 2011-2012 2 or 3 bdrm apt.                    
on East Hill living rm. dining area, 
parking, laundry, yards $425/person               
mfe1@twcny.rr.com or 607-233-4323.
Spacious 3BR apts on Commons                  
one of them remodeled. Includes 




Become a fan of 
The Ithacan on
Facebook and
follow us on Twitter.
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Peanuts® By Charles Schulz
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X M E N R OW S E R R
E A S E I V A N M E A
N U T S T E N A C I T Y
A L A S K A N T H R E E
I F S I C I
A Z T E C E N H A N C E
H A I M A C U H S
A G A I N S T B A B E S
M U G K E G
S U G A R B A T H E R S
T R A N S F E R A V I S
O A F E D A M S E C T
A L F D A T A T S K S
answers to last week’s crossword
answers to last week’s sudoku
dormin’ norman By Jonathan Schuta ’14
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by harlan green-taub 
staff writer
Wolves are pack animals by nature. They 
stick close together, moving through their 
lives as a cohesive unit, dedicated to each 
other throughout. Senior Trevor Wolf and his 
brother Shane Wolf ’08 are no different.
Growing up, Trevor was a competitor 
through and through. Whether it was play-
ing one-on-one football or Wiffle ball with 
his brother in the family’s backyard, different 
games fostered a competition, and the drive to 
compete has always been a part of Trevor’s life. 
“We were always competitive growing up 
and wanted to win in everything we did,” Trevor 
said, “That mentality came from my father who 
always told us that if we were going to do some-
thing to go at it with everything we had.” 
Trevor said even the friendliest games of 
catch would be competitive. 
“We would always see who could throw the 
farthest or hit specific targets,” he said “When 
my dad would pitch to us we would always 
have competitions to see who could hit the 
most home runs or hit the ball the furthest.”
Trevor said the age difference drove him to 
push himself to achieve what his brother had.  
Trevor’s father, David, played football for 
Colgate University from 1980 to 1982 and is in 
the school’s athletic hall of honor. Shane was 
an All-American pitcher at Ithaca 
College and was drafted by the Houston Astros 
in the 26th round of the 2008 Major League 
Baseball draft. Shane is currently playing at the 
Double-A level for the Corpus Christi Hooks, 
in Corpus Christi, Texas.
David said when Trevor was young he al-
ways tried to emulate what Shane was doing. 
“Trevor has always had the drive to achieve 
what his brother did,” David said. “There were 
times when they would make the same all-star 
teams in Little League, something unheard of 
for kids that are three years apart.”
Shane said Trevor has had the drive to suc-
ceed from a young age. 
“He would always be bugging me about 
going to the cages to hit or throwing in the 
backyard,” Shane said. “In our family if you 
were going to do something, you made sure 
you did it to the full extent, and Trevor really 
took that to heart.” 
Shane and Trevor are brothers, but their 
relationship goes further than that. Shane is 
Trevor’s mentor, and the two are best friends.
Trevor said Shane gave him valuable advice 
on how to approach the game.
“He’s helped give the confidence to trust my 
ability,” Trevor said. “Just to be relaxed, smooth, 
and not try and force things.”
Trevor said he recalls a time when he had a 
particularly tough game. 
He struck out a few 
times and did not have 
a great defensive game. 
“We weren’t really 
about consoling each 
other when one of us 
didn’t perform well,” 
Trevor said. “Some-
times [Shane] would 
come over and give me this look that said, 
‘Shake it off; you’ll get ’em tomorrow,’ and that’s 
all it took.” 
Trevor said his favorite baseball memories 
with his brother are from the year they got to 
spend together playing for the Bombers. 
“It couldn’t have worked out any better for 
the both of us,” Trevor said. “He transferred 
from Buffalo the year before, and that only 
made the decision to come to Ithaca easier.”
The brothers, from Freeville, N.Y., grew 
up playing baseball with Head Coach George 
Valesente’s son in Lansing, N.Y. and knew 
the coach as kids. Valesente said Trevor has 
emerged as a player his teammates look to.
“Trevor has this quiet confidence about him 
that other players feed off of,” Valesente said. 
“This year, more than any, he’s let his skills take 
over and has let the game come to him.” 
Trevor, a first baseman, carries a presence 
much larger then his 6-foot, 215-pound frame. 
He makes up for his lack of size when com-
pared to other college first basemen by making 
the extra effort in the weight room and work-
ing with his brother during the offseason. 
“I spend a lot of time in the weight room, 
not just lifting but also stretching and running 
during the offseason to get what I can out of my 
body.” Wolf said. “During the winter I work out 
with Shane, and he pushes me as well.”
Trevor uses short, explosive jumps when 
training with a jump rope and complements 
that by using medicine balls to develop his core 
strength and flexibility. 
Barrel-chested with strong, tough hands, 
Trevor looks like the players of yesteryear, one 
with no fear and an intense focus that displays 
a deep-down desire to win.  
“Size-wise, I’m not a typical first baseman, 
so it takes that extra effort — throwing my 
body in front of balls and making the diving 
attempts to make up for it,” Trevor said. 
Intensity is not the only thing that makes him 
a dynamic player though; it’s his meticulousness 
and attention to detail that set him apart.
“You need to have a short memory to be 
successful,” Trevor said. “Watching my brother 
play professionally these last several years has 
reinforced not only the physical effort the game 
takes but also the mental awareness.” 
Trevor stands upright, his left hand stuffed 
in his glove as the pitcher prepares for the de-
livery. Trevor bends at the waist and taps the 
toe of his right foot on the ground behind him, 
his glove at chest level, waiting for the pitch. 
Hunching down, Trevor takes two short 
steps forward toward home plate, his eyes 
locked on the batter. As the pitch is called a 
strike, Trevor flashes forward another short step 
and comes upright, bouncing on the balls of his 
feet after the build up and anticipation of a hit. 
“Knowing how to position yourself de-
fensively based on the count and where the 
catcher is set up to better predict what pitch 
is coming — all of the little things add up and 
really do make a big difference,” Trevor said.  
Trevor, a business administration major, 
said he is realistic about his prospects of play-
ing professional ball. 
“Getting drafted or playing in an indepen-
dent league would be a dream come true,” 
Wolf said. “At the same time though, it’s not 
something I’m counting on.”
Trevor said spending time off the field with 
his brother meant more than anything to him.
“Having the opportunity to live with him 
and spend so much time together, whether it 
was studying and doing homework or having 
the occasional 3 a.m. meal at the State Street 
Diner,” he said. “Those are the memories I’ll 
















Senior Trevor Wolf has a .353 batting average, 92 hits, five home 
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From left, Keuka college sophomore Travis Simmons dives back to first base as senior Trevor Wolf makes the catch 
Tuesday during the Bombers’ home opening 9–2 victory in a doubleheader against Keuka college at Freeman Field.GRaham heBel/The IThacan





Casey Musarra is a senior 
televison-radio major. Contact her 
at cmusarr1@ithaca.edu.
From the time I’ve been at Ithaca, I’ve gazed into trophy cases hoping that as a 
Bomber fan I’d be here to witness 
a single national championship 
team, let alone back-to-back runs 
like the wrestling and women’s 
soccer teams had in the early ’90s.
While the college hasn’t seen 
a team claim a national title since 
the women’s crew’s consecutive 
titles in 2004 and 2005, three indi-
vidual athletes made history all on 
their own over the past few weeks.
Juniors Seth Ecker, Jessica 
Bolduc and Emma Dewart of 
the wrestling, gymnastics and 
women’s indoor track teams, 
respectively, became the first trio 
in Bomber history to win national 
titles in the same year.
“It’s definitely a great sensation 
to know that all of your hard work 
has paid off, and you’re able to just 
have that recognition and end that 
year that you’ve worked so hard 
through with a bang,” Bolduc said.
The three star athletes said the 
titles didn’t come easily; each of 
them had battles to overcome. 
Ecker, who was ranked No. 3 in 
the NCAA Championships, went 
up against No. 4 Mike McInally of 
Rochester Institute of Technology. 
The two have developed a bit of a 
rivalry during their careers as they 
faced off four times this season, 
including during the Empire 
Collegiate Wrestling Conference 
Championships where Ecker 
upset McInally to take the title at 
the 133-pound weight class.
Bolduc, who won the national 
title in the floor exercise, said she 
was surprised to win the event 
considering bars is her specialty.
“I was really shooting to win 
bars, so it kind of was a shocker 
when I won floor, but I’m happy I 
won something,” Bolduc said.
Dewart’s title run came down 
to the wire. The pentathlon 
national champion was rolling 
smoothly through events until the 
shot put, where she said she was 
disappointed with her 8.06-meter 
throw. But she managed to bounce 
back with a season-best 2:24.60 
time in the 800-meter run to slide 
past Gustavus Adolphus College’s 
Janey Helland.
Because each athlete still has 
a year left to compete, they’re 
all aspiring to get back in title 
contention, or go beyond. And 
Dewart could have another 
chance this year during the out-
door track season.
Ecker said more importantly 
than repeating individually, he’d 
like to see his team go all the way.
“The dedication of a group 
would mean more than the dedi-
cation of an individual because 
you see individuals all the time,” 
he said. “There’s only one team 
champion in a sport. There’s 10 in-
dividual champions in wrestling.”
If there’s ever an appropriate 




By kevin MCCall 
assistant sports editor
Screams of “Bunt!” echo off the walls of Ben 
Light Gymnasium as the softball team’s corner 
infielders charge toward a plastic pentagon taped 
to the wooden floor used to simulate home plate. 
The ball ricochets from the bat to the floor and 
trickles toward the infielder, who picks it up with 
her bare hand and throws it across her body to 
first base for the out. 
This type of drill, used to develop fundamen-
tals, goes on for hours during the Blue and Gold’s 
indoor practices. 
Senior third base-
man and pitcher Allison 
Greaney said the drill 
helps infielders work 
on communicating with 
one another to get outs. 
Greaney said the bounce off the gym floor pre-
pares athletes for any type of bad bounce they 
may encounter during a game. 
“We say all the time that if you can field a ball off 
the gym floor you can field it anywhere,” she said. 
The Bombers have only had one outdoor 
practice this season. Both of the team’s double-
headers against Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
and the University of Rochester scheduled for 
Saturday and Sunday, respectively, were post-
poned because of bad weather, making it 12 days 
since the Blue and Gold have competed.
Despite the unexpected break in the schedule, 
senior second baseman Kait Dolan said the team 
has stayed focused by working on smaller aspects 
of the game.  
“We’ve been able to work on developing a 
softer touch on bunts, while learning to move 
aggressively toward the ball on defense rather 
than waiting for it to come to us,” she said.  
While they are confined to the gym for practice, 
the infielders also do a drill called “sticks,” which 
consists of fielding one-hop ground balls that are 
placed a few feet to their left and right sides. 
Freshman second and third baseman Julianne 
Vincent said sticks helps infielders develop range 
by forcing them to move in quick, short strides.
“The ability to execute the out comes down to 
small details like finding the correct angles from 
the first step,” she said. “The drill is meant to show 
us that softball is really a game of inches.” 
Dolan said the sticks drill helps develop conti-
nuity among the infielders.
“Everyone has to be on the same exact page at 
the exact same time for us to execute properly on 
each play,” she said.
Greaney said despite pitching commonly being 
viewed as requiring the most mental stamina, her 
position in the infield is more mentally challeng-
ing when it comes to defense.
“As a third baseman I’m in a tougher spot than 
I am in the circle,” Greaney said. “I have to find a 
balance between watching for the bunt and get-
ting back to cover the bag if a runner comes from 
second trying to steal.”
Head Coach Deb Pallozzi said she likes to try 
to have corner infielders pick up the defensive 
slack from the pitcher whenever possible.  
“I want our corner players to converge quickly 
toward home on bunts, because if one of them 
fields it, the pitcher feels less pressure to make the 
out defensively,” Pallozzi said.
Dolan said the infielders’ ability to adapt when 
runners are on and when the bases are empty, is 
imperative to build the assertiveness for their 
success as a defensive unit. 
“Once we all develop awareness of every in-
game situation that can be thrown at us, we can 
develop the trust of knowing where each one of us 
is going to be,” Dolan said. “With that comes the 
confidence that’s essential for shutdown defense.”
Freshman Julianne Vincent looks to make a play at home in practice March 23 at Ben Light Gymnasium. 
The Bombers play their home opener at 3 p.m. today against King’s College at Kostrinsky Field.
MiCheLLe BouLÉ/The iThaCan
Infielders focus on precision defense
By harlan green-tauB 
staff writer
The notorious “ping” that had 
accompanied college baseball is no 
longer a part of the game. 
This season, the NCAA banned 
the use of flexible graphite compos-
ites in bats, which increase exit speeds 
of a baseball up to 20 miles an hour, in 
all divisions of collegiate baseball. The 
move is designed to not only lower 
home run totals and place more em-
phasis on manufacturing runs, but 
also to improve player safety.  
By shrinking the sweet spot, the 
area on a bat where solid contact is 
made, from five or seven inches de-
pending on the quality of the bat, to 
three inches, bats now require play-
ers to execute more mechanically 
sound swings in order to be success-
ful at the plate.
In order to better prepare for the 
new bats, graduate student Dave 
Ahonen said the team practices 
with wood bats, which like the new 
bats, remain rigid instead of bending 
when struck by a ball. 
“When you’re using wood you re-
ally need to have a perfect swing to 
make solid contact,” Ahonen said. 
“We figured using wood to prepare 
would be the best way regardless of 
what happened.” 
Junior infielder Teagan Barresi 
said the Blue and Gold knew hitting 
the gym this offseason would be a 
priority. He said the team focused 
on increased weight training to build 
muscle to make up the difference. 
“We all knew that ball wasn’t 
going to fly off the bat the way it 
did before so weight lifting became 
a big priority during the winter,” 
Barresi said. “Guys knew they’d 
have to be stronger to get the bat 
speed they needed to produce the 
results they had been before.” 
Barresi said he easily noticed 
balls were not traveling as far as they 
had in past years. 
“It was clear right away that the 
ball wasn’t coming off the bat like it 
did last year, and you certainly feel it 
when you make solid contact,” he said. 
“It just forces you to square up better 
and be more selective with pitches.” 
Head Coach George Valesente 
said the change in bats is also a 
safety precaution for pitchers who 
are most frequently injured by hard 
hit balls. 
“I’ve always been a proponent of 
using wooden bats anyway,” he said. 
“So, in that respect, any time you can 
get closer to that is going to be good 
for the game and obviously safer for 
the players, because they do have 
more time to react now.” 
Ahonen said compared to the 
old bats where the weight was more 
evenly distributed, the new bats feel 
like the weight is in the barrel and 
have a cheaper feel to them.
“Some of the caps at the end of the 
barrel have been popping off when 
you hit the ball off the end of the bat,” 
Ahonen said. “It seems like in order 
to decrease exit speeds, they’ve also 
lowered the quality of the product.“
Valesente said the switch will not 
only generate fewer home runs, but 
bring the game back to its roots of 
pitching and defense.
“When the NCAA decided to 
look at the technology and reel it in 
a little bit, the idea was lower scor-
ing, faster games,” he said. “Now we 
have to wait and see if it works out 
that way.”
Bombers adjust approach at plate with new bats
Freshman shortstop Tim Locastro steps into a swing Tuesday in the South 
hill squad’s 13–1 victory against Keuka College at Freeman Field.
JaMeS earL/The iThaCan
sTAT CheCk
the Bombers have 
committed six errors 
and have a .979 
fielding percentage 
this season.
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Always in season
by alex holt 
staff writer
When the soccer season ends, 
most players on the Ithaca College 
soccer team stay off the field until 
the sport resumes in the fall. But for 
two of the freshman sprinters on the 
men’s track and field team, a full sea-
son of playing for the men’s soccer 
team has helped them perform on 
the track.
Freshmen Jake Willis and Brennan 
Edmonds are three-sport athletes, 
competing on both the indoor and 
outdoor track teams after soccer sea-
son wraps up in the fall. 
Willis began playing soccer when 
he was 4 or 5 years old, but he didn’t 
take up track and field until his 
sophomore year of high school at 
Gorham High School in Gorham, 
Maine. He took to it quickly, earning 
all-state honors while playing soccer. 
Coming to Ithaca College wasn’t 
a hard decision to make, especially 
because it had the sports media 
program he wanted, and he already 
had experience competing in both 
soccer and track and field. 
Willis, a midfielder, saw action 
in three games for the Bombers this 
season but has made his presence 
known more on the track. 
During the indoor season, Willis 
recorded several top-10 finishes in the 
55-, 60- and 200-meter dashes and the 
long jump and was a crucial part of the 
Bombers’ 4x200-meter relay team. 
Edmonds played in 11 games for 
the soccer team this fall and has taken 
his play to the next level in track. He 
accounted for the several of the team’s 
top-10 individual finishes in the 60-, 
200- and 400-meter dashes, the long 
jump and the triple jump.
Edmonds said one of the reasons 
he took up track was to stay in shape 
for soccer. He said running allows him 
to work on skills the two sports share 
in common.
“One of the most obvious skills 
is speed, because in soccer you’re 
moving both with and without the 
ball,” he said. “Track is the same way 
because you’re running at all times.”
Senior sprinter and co-captain 
Max Orenstein said Willis’ skills 
in multiple events and strong work 
ethic have helped him make an im-
pact on the team. Orenstein said 
it was important to give freshmen 
like him playing time.
“He brings good value to a lot 
of events, particularly the 100-me-
ter dash, the 200-meter dash, the 
long jump and the triple jump,” 
Orenstein said. “In track, you don’t 
have a starting lineup, so there’s no 
real point to not having a freshman 
compete because they’re just going 
to keep improving.”
Edmonds took up soccer when 
he was 10 years old and track dur-
ing his sophomore year of high 
school at Trumansburg High 
School in Trumansburg, N.Y.
Edmonds said one of the hardest 
parts of transitioning between the 
two sports is that track places less of 
an emphasis on agility.
“Soccer’s a lot of short move-
ments where you move side to side 
or up and down,” Edmonds said. “In 
track, it’s a continuous movement up 
and down.” 
Edmonds also said track requires 
athletes to take more risks in com-
petition than soccer.
“It’s easier in soccer if you’re more 
confident in yourself because you 
can depend on your teammates for 
their abilities and you can always 
have them to blame if you don’t play 
well,” he said. “In track, if you don’t 
play well, you can’t blame anybody 
but yourself.”
Edmonds said he made a 
smooth transition from soccer to 
track because he did it with Willis. 
“It’s good to have another fresh-
man that’s doing both because 
then you have common ground 
there,” he said. 
Since both athletes compete 
during three seasons, Edmonds 
said they can avoid exhaustion and 
manage their time efficiently. 
“Time management’s something I 
had to learn in high school, because 
I did the same thing there,”  he said. 
“It’s something that comes with the 
territory, and I knew what I was get-
ting into going in.”
Heading into his first outdoor 
track season at the college, Edmonds 
is already leading off in the Bombers’ 
4x200- and 4x400-meter relays, but 
wants to work more on his jumps 
and performing better in the hurdles. 
“Jumping, I can improve a lot,” he 
said. “I haven’t practiced that as much 
because I’m running when I could be 
jumping. I’d like to see myself do well 
in the 400-meter hurdles.”
Willis said staying active and 
intensely competing is what moti-
vates him to play on three teams.
“Track has made me faster and 
stronger every year that I’ve done it,” 
Willis said. “It’s really beneficial to be 
doing something year-round when 
all the other soccer players are sitting 
around in the offseason. That puts 
me one step ahead.”
Freshman duo maintains stride
switching from soccer to track
From left, freshman sprinter Brennan Edmonds passes junior Kyle Dudzinski of SUNY-Oswego and senior Andrew 
Ahart of Cornell University in the 60-meter dash at the Robert Kane Invitational on Feb. 12 in Barton Hall. 
KEvIN CAmpBEll/tHE ItHACAN
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Look online 
for game stories 
from these sports: 
TODAY
• 3 p.m. Softball vs. King’s College at Kostrinsky Field
TOMORROW
• 4 p.m. Women’s lacrosse vs. Rochester Institute  
of Technology at Higgins Stadium
SATURDAY
• 9:30 a.m. Men’s and women’s crew vs. University  
of Rochester and Rochester Institute of Technology 
at 
Cayuga Inlet.
• 10 a.m. Men’s track and field at Muhlenberg College 
Invitational in Allentown, Pa.
• 10 a.m. Women’s track and field at Lafayette College 
Invitational in Easton, Pa.
• Noon. Women’s lacrosse vs. St. John Fisher College  
at Higgins Stadium
• 1 p.m. Men’s tennis vs. Utica College at the Ithaca College 
Tennis Courts
• 1 p.m. Softball at Stevens Institute of Technology
• 1 p.m. Baseball at Rochester Institute of Technology
• 3 p.m. Men’s lacrosse vs. Union College  
at Higgins Stadium
SUNDAY
• 1 p.m. Baseball at Rochester Institute of Technology
• 1 p.m. Softball at University of Rochester
TUESDAY
• 3 p.m. Softball at SUNY-Cortland
• 3 p.m. Men’s tennis at Elmira College
• 4 p.m. Women’s lacrosse at Utica College
WEDNESDAY
• 4 p.m. Baseball at SUNY-Oneonta
• 7 p.m. Men’s lacrosse at SUNY-Cortland
[the buzzer]
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More and more 
it was just a 
battle. It was 
tougher this 
year than any 
other year to 
get it going.
Arizona Diamondbacks 
pitcher Mike Hampton 
while announcing his 
retirement Saturday 
after 16 seasons in the 
majors. Hampton had a 
career batting average 
of .246 with 16 career 
home runs in addition 








 From Plaxico Burress’ infamous criminal possession of a weapon to Michael Vick’s imprisonment for 
dog fighting, professional football players are no strangers to run-ins with the law. Few sentences have 
been as bizarre as the recent injunction against Dallas Cowboys wide receiver Dez Bryant. He was 
ejected and handed criminal trespass warnings from off-duty police officers at the North Park Center 
mall in Dallas, Texas, after he refused to pull up his pants. According to a police statement, Bryant used 
profanities and created a commotion when officers told him to pull up his pants because his underwear was 
showing. Police said Bryant had a history of problems at the mall, being reprimanded for line jumping and 
parking in the fire lane. Dallas television station WFAA-TV reported that he was banned from the mall for three 
months following the latest incident. Wherever else Bryant chooses to shop in the meantime, it’s safe to say 
the first thing he’ll be looking for is a belt.  
—Kevin McCall
Weird news from the wide world of sports
the foul line
Kick-starting the season 
From left, junior Chris Cuvelier attempts to steal the ball from freshman Rory Fawcett as she moves toward the goal 
during a co-recreational soccer tournament game Monday in Ben Light Gymnasium. The league began play March 6.   
zaC BLiTz/The iThaCan




Mongelli had his third hat trick of the 
season in Saturday’s 10–4 win over 
SUNY-Maritime at Higgins Stadium. 
He tied for second most ground balls 
in the game, scooping up three. He is 
currently tied with sophomore Devin 
Weinshank for the team lead in points 
with 15.  
The hat trick was the eighth of Mongelli’s career and 
second overall against the Privateers. He started at 
attack all 18 games last season, converting on more 
than 71 percent of his shots on goal. Mongelli scored 
a career-high four goals in an April 28 game at Empire 
8 rival Alfred University. He totaled 30 ground balls and 
forced three turnovers during his sophomore campaign. 
As a freshman, he ranked sixth on the Bombers in goals 
and points with 16 and 20, respectively. He has the 










*Empire 8 Standings/Overall records
The number of days the 
softball team has had in 
between games because 
of bad weather. See story 
on page 24.
  W      L     Win%
W      L     Win%
  W      L     Win%
1
5
1. St. John Fisher College                             8      4     .667
2. Ithaca College                                          6      6     .500
3. Rochester Institute of Technology              7      8     .467
4. Medaille College                                      6      7     .462
5. Utica College                                           2     11    .154
1. Rochester Institute of Technology             5      0     1.000
2. Stevens Institute of Technology                8      0     1.000
3. Alfred University                                      7      0     1.000
4. St. John Fisher College                            7      0     1.000
5. Ithaca College                                         4      1      .800
1. Ithaca College                                         8       2      .800
2. Alfred University                                      7       2      .778
3. Utica College                                          6       4      .600
4. Rochester Institute of Technology             6       5      .545
5. Stevens Institute of Technology                6       6      .500
photo finish
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Up and at ’em
Junior Jimmy Newton smashes a serve in the Blue and Gold’s 5–4 victory Saturday against St. Lawrence University at the Reis Tennis Center at Cornell University. The South Hill squad won 
four of six singles matches and one doubles contest for the win. The Bombers will open Empire 8 conference play Saturday against Utica College on the Ithaca College Tennis Courts.
mICHELLE BoULÉ/THE ITHaCaN
